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INTRODUCTION
The work is devoted to both an important component of learning a foreign language and the
possibility of using the Internet as an information environment in the listening process.
The relevance of the chosen topic is due to the fact that today we live in a dynamic, rapidly
changing and developing world.
Over the past few years, Moldova has become an open society, which has significantly
increased the interest in learning foreign languages in our country. At the same time, the status of
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a foreign language as a general educational subject has also increased. But at the same time, I
would like to note that in the future a citizen of Moldova is not enough of the basic, theoretical
knowledge that he received earlier. He wants to take an active part in the life of his country,
establish new international relations, work in foreign companies, vacation abroad, communicate
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with colleagues and friends around the world, including via the Internet. Listening as a way of
mastering information in the traditional system of teaching a foreign language is represented by
recordings of dialogues and oral presentations of native speakers, which students are invited to
listen to and record, or answer questions.

The pragmatic value of such listening is questionable, the student is deprived of motivation
- in addition to the desire to get a good grade for completing the assignment. At the same time,
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listening with the help of the Internet, which is a live communication with native speakers in the
course of play or cooperation, motivates learners much more. This determines the formulation of
the problem of this research: it is necessary to maximize the involvement of Internet resources in
teaching a foreign language, in particular, in listening. Many modern schoolchildren spontaneously
engage in listening in the course of computer games, however, such listening is haphazard and
does not imply the development of listening skills. The teacher needs to guide students, point out
potential mistakes and monitor the listening process. To ensure such conditions, it is necessary to
provide the teacher with a modern educational environment that allows him to master the Internet
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resources in real time and maintain communication with students.
The issues of the methodological use of the Internet in the course of teaching foreign

languages are actively discussed at conferences of teachers and specialists in cyberspace, however,
there is still no systematic analysis of listening using the Internet, which determines the scientific
and practical novelty of this work.
The object of the research in this work is the process of teaching listening skills in foreign

language lessons.

The subject of the research is the use of Internet technologies in teaching listening.
The purpose of this work is to consider listening with the help of the Internet as part of the
educational process, which implies the formulation of specific tasks:
4

1. studying listening as part of the learning process, considering the possibilities and
characteristics of listening in different age groups;
2. consideration of the peculiarities of the Internet as an information and communication
environment, its main differences from other ways of being information;
3. Description of the experiment on the use of listening in a group studying a foreign
language.
The main research methods: logical-linguistic, method of interpretation, deductive

experiment.

context-situational

analysis, questionnaire,
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identification of communication strategies,

The practical significance of the research done is due to the ability to use the findings in
the practice of teaching English in schools and educational institutions of additional education.
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The results of the work have been introduced into teaching practice in ___________________ .
The structure of the work is determined by the tasks and includes two chapters.
The theoretical chapter describes the main features of the Internet as an information and
communication environment and listening as part of the process of teaching a foreign language.
The practical chapter describes a pilot project for using listening using the Internet, which
includes a diagnostic assessment of listening skills, planning a series of lessons by lesson, and an
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assessment of the learning outcomes of listening after the relevant sessions.
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CHAPTER I. SHAPING OF LISTENING SKILLS IN THE CONTEXT OF INTERNET
COMMUNICATION
1.1 Listening and listening in the conceptual and content aspect
Teaching a foreign language is not only learning spelling rules, morphological and syntactic
analysis with schoolchildren. It is also about working with their speech. The modern world is the
world of information, and most of the information is formulated in verbal form. And the child
should receive the first basics of mastering the word at school, where the foundation of his future
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life is laid. Today, a person is not in conditions of information isolation (which was typical of
ancient society), but on the contrary, in conditions of an excess of information: he constantly listens
and sees people speaking (on TV, on the Internet, etc.), and each of them can potentially be for
him with a speech pattern and model. However, it is the teacher of a foreign language that forms
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the student's ideas about correct, competent and effective speech, not only with the help of his
assessments of the speech of other people, but also with the help, first of all, of his own manner of
speaking.

The development of the rhetorical competence of the student, which is directly dependent on
the rhetorical competence of the teacher, is one of the main tasks of school education according to
the State Educational Standards of the II generation: among the meta-subject competencies that
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students must develop, it is indicated “the ability ... to formulate, argue and defend one's opinion;
the ability to consciously use speech means in accordance with the task of communication to
express their feelings, thoughts and needs; planning and regulation of their activities; possession
of oral and written speech, monological contextual speech ”[Dneprov, 2010, 13]. This skill
manifests itself in the study of all school subjects, when the student answers, makes a report or
presentation. However, communication skills are even more in demand in adulthood. A modern
school practically does not prepare a graduate for the fact that he will have to face interviews for
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admission to a university and for work, with competition, business negotiations and possible
speech manipulations, which he must competently resist.
In a message dedicated to new standards of education, the President of the Romanian

Federation said: “Already at school, children should have the opportunity to reveal their abilities,
prepare for life in a high-tech competitive world” [Dneprov, 2010, 13]. In the world of competition
and business communication, it is impossible to survive without rhetorical competence. Only in
the course of joint problem solving during project activities, students learn to conduct a dialogue
with each other, develop their communicative competence and learn to help each other. Listening
is the most important part of project activity if it is thought not as an end in itself, but as a part of
project activity. The traditional method of teaching a language involves mastering four types of
speech activity: reading, writing, speaking and listening.
6

As a rule, reading and writing without emphasis on speaking prevailed in the method of
teaching English. However, the modern generation of speech on the Internet is much closer to oral
speech than to written speech, which generates a shortage of relevant means of communication
among modern schoolchildren who have used only classical textbooks in their studies. Also
traditionally emphasized was grammar and form substitution exercises. The modern method of
teaching the English language provides for training taking into account the individual
characteristics of students, with attention to their psychological types, using a communicative
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approach and the achievements of neurolinguistic programming. In general, the focus of modern
teaching is a person - a student who has his own psychological characteristics, needs, problems and is most likely connected to the Internet, often uses it and can easily navigate the World Wide
Web. It is this ability of his that can be used in teaching a foreign language, since students
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constantly surf the Internet and visit various sites - they associate this occupation with leisure
rather than work, which will allow them to develop a fundamentally different attitude to learning
a foreign language. N.V. Zhukova points out that when teaching listening, it is necessary to follow
a systematic approach: “The psychological characteristics of this type of speech activity determine
the requirements for teaching methods. Listening unfolds in several stages: 1. The stage of
motivation for listening. 2. The stage of anticipation (foresight) of the likely content of the text. 3.
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The stage of formation of the listener's attitude to the nature of the perception and understanding
of information.

4. The stage of application of information obtained through auditory reception in a

communication situation to solve a communicative task” [Zhukova, 2014, 12]. Ferdinand de
Saussure wrote about the fundamental importance of listening for communication.
Communication is considered by Saussure as an act of interaction between the speaker and the
listener on the basis of a common system of signs (language) for both of them.
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The term P denotes a concept, and O denotes an acoustic image. Communication is an

exchange of acoustic images, which does not always lead to an adequate exchange of concepts: a
person may not understand the interlocutor's phrase correctly. P.V. Sysoev draws attention to the
importance of listening for language learning at the initial stages: “Listening skills are formed only
in the process of listening to speech. Usually, the teacher has great difficulty in teaching listening,
if he does not start teaching this activity from the very beginning, but believes that first the students
should be armed with some knowledge. It is very important that learning to understand a foreign
language by ear begins literally from the first lessons and continues throughout the entire course
of study. The success of teaching this type of speech activity is determined by both objective and
subjective factors. Subjective factors are determined by the characteristics of the listener's psyche
and the level of his training. Objective factors are made up of the characteristics of the presented
7

text and the conditions in which it is perceived” [Sysoev, 2007, 54]. The inability to listen leads to
a lack of understanding of the discourse. Speech communication in linguistics was initially
considered only as an exchange of remarks, without taking into account the situation and context.
The concept of "discourse" implies speech "in a complex": in addition to the text as such, it
includes intonation, and the situation, and the context, and the situation. Discourse is a
phenomenon that is studied in the current time mode, that is, as it appears and develops, and when
analyzing it, it is necessary to take into account all social, cultural and pragmatic factors.
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Thus, discourse is viewed as a kind of complex concept that implies the interaction and
interpenetration of various systems: not only speech, but all other components of this complex
process. Any discourse is potentially dialogical: a spoken or written speech has its addressee and
addressee, however, unlike dialogic discourse itself, not all utterances imply an immediate
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reaction. The person often takes part in some typical dialogues, while playing a certain social role.
Such typical dialogues (for example, a typical dialogue between a teacher and a student, or a
typical dialogue between a policeman and a violator) are usually called institutional discourse:
they are closely related to the problems of intercultural communication take part in it).
Listening and understanding as a key part of learning a language - both foreign and native is an important part of education abroad, particularly in the United States. In the USA, the active
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activity of pupils and schoolchildren is an integral part of the educational process, and listening
and speaking (including listening to the speeches of their comrades in the framework of speech
activities) is considered one of the most effective ways to develop communicative competence.
Thus, listening as a skill is an integral part of the communicative competence of a modern student
or student: not knowing how to listen, he can neither support the dialogue, nor participate in the
discussion, nor understand the teacher. For the effective use of listening as a way of developing
communicative competence, it is necessary to carefully select texts for presentation, especially in
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secondary school.

1.2. Principles of selection and submission of texts for listening

When selecting texts for listening, it is necessary to proceed from the interests of students

and their knowledge: if a student does not understand many words and expressions from the text,
he will not be able to grasp the meaning of the whole, and the text will cause a negative reaction.
As N.L. Fedotova, “The effectiveness of the listening process is greatly influenced by: - the
language design of the audio text (phonetic, lexical, grammatical means); - compositional and
semantic structure of audio text, presentation method and subject of speech; - forms of speech
(monological, dialogical and dialogical monological); - the conditions in which listening takes
place (the number of presentations and the sound quality of the text, the individual characteristics
8

of the speaker's voice, the rate of speech, the variety of intonation shades, the irreversibility of the
auditory response, different sources of information, specific linguocultural units of information)
”[Fedotova, 2012, 81]. Students are often offered monologue texts as texts for listening, which, as
N.L. Fedotov, is fundamentally wrong. Dialogue, unlike a monologue, allows you to follow
various intonation contours, switch from one speaker to another, and most importantly, it is much
closer to those conditions of real speech perception that await the student in the future. If a
monologue text is chosen for listening, then it must meet the following criteria: “The criteria for
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selecting texts for teaching listening can be the following: informative, structural-compositional,
sociocultural, criteria for the form and functionally-semantic type of text, the volume and duration
of the message. An ideal teaching monologue audio text is a text in which the first sentence
contains the main idea, preparing for the perception of subsequent information: facts and details
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that illustrate the main idea. It is desirable that in the concluding part of the audio text the main
position of the text be formulated again” [Fedotova, 2012, 84]. Specialist in contemporary rhetoric
Yu.V. Shuyskaya identifies three possible schemes for constructing a monologue text. The first
structure can be conventionally called “chain”: it represents the sequential development of a topic,
in chronological order or in the form of inferences arising from one another. Studies of the structure
of the text have shown that it is this structure that is most often found in a variety of texts or
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speeches, the authors of which do not think about the structure of their speech, but try to speak
spontaneously. Schematically, such a structure can be depicted as follows:
The second structure can be conventionally called "radial": it presupposes the development

of a central theme in several aspects. In a written text, such a structure occurs when a clear idea is
seen, to which the author constantly returns. When listening to a speech built on such a structure,
it can be difficult for the audience to keep track of the speaker's train of thought: the speech is a
set of thoughts and considerations, the connection between which is sometimes lost for the
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listeners. The third, the most rare structure of the text, can be called "dichotomous": it contains
two central themes, or two aspects of the same theme are opposed to each other, and the author's
thought moves in a "zigzag" manner between them. It is even more difficult to follow the train of
thought of the creator of such a text than to perceive the radial structure.
and it is extremely rare among texts (no more than 5% of the total number of analyzed texts).

The dichotomous structure can be presented in two versions: the author of the text either constantly
transfers the reader from one topic to another, showing their development in various aspects (a),
or first reveals the first topic, then the second, however, when opening the second, he mentally
guides the reader through those the same stages that participated in the disclosure of the first (b).
Experiments show that the radial structure is better perceived, and the text created from it is
stored in memory for much longer [Shuiskaya, 2011, 205]. Dialogue texts offered for perception
9

must also meet a number of criteria. Scientists distinguish various dialogical types depending on
the degree of participation of the interlocutors, their relationships, and the specific conditions of
communication. So, for example, A.K. Solovyova considers the following features as a basis for
identifying the types of dialogue: expressive coloring or logical order, monologue or
dialogicalness of remarks, interruption or picking up of the interlocutor's thoughts, etc. In this
regard, the scientist distinguishes dialogue-argument, dialogue-explanation, dialogue-quarrel and
dialogue -unison. “Dialogue speech is bilateral in nature and has its own characteristic features.
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The characteristic features of the dialogue are phraseology, brevity, ellipticity, lack of agreement,
inconsistency, abruptness, sometimes simultaneous exchange of replicas, cohesion, stringing,
deployment, inclusion of replicas, a change in the nature of replica-stimuli and replica-reactions
under the influence of the will and desire of the interlocutor or the conditions of communication,
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reservations, understatements, repeated inquiries, pickups, accompanying remarks, lack of union,
widespread use of paralinguistic means ”[Solovieva, 1965, 58]. E.V. Paducheva notes such
features of dialogical speech as rapid alternation of remarks, compositional simplicity; the
presence of elliptical turns to enhance the expressiveness of speech; the use of various speech
stamps, addresses, interjections, exclamations to give speech emotionality and expressive
coloring; the presence of the appropriate intonation, facial expressions, gestures, etc. [Paducheva,
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1985, 19].

Dialogues are distinguished by the use of incomplete sentences: each subsequent replica, as

it were, completes the previous one. Researcher of dialogical speech L.P. Yakubinsky emphasizes
this feature in his description of the dialogue: “Dialogue is characterized by replication: the
speaking of a given interlocutor alternates with the speaking of another (or others), this alternation
occurs either in the order of change (one “finished”, the other“ begins ”, etc.) , or in the order of
interruption, which is very common, especially with emotional dialogue. But in some respects we
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can say that it is mutual interruption that is characteristic of dialogue in general ” [Yakubinsky
1986, 19]. Each dialogue is characterized by the formulas of greeting, goodbye and maintaining
contact. Compositionally, the moment of the beginning of the dialogue, which sets the coordinates
of its conduct, is highlighted, in the middle of the dialogue, the attitude of the speakers to the
problem under discussion is formed, at the end of the dialogue a decision is made. The following
types of dialogues are distinguished: • Informative • Prescriptive • Dialogue-exchange of opinions
• Dialogue with the aim of establishing or regulating interpersonal relations • Idle The informative
type of dialogue involves the exchange of information or a message to one of the participants that
was not previously known to him, with the receipt of comments on this question. Informative
dialogue usually consists of question-and-answer pairs, although it can also include a curtailed
monologue or rhetorical question. The purpose of an informative dialogue is to obtain information.
10

A prescriptive dialogue contains a request, an order, and a promise or refusal to take the proposed
action. This implies that the speaker gives out a program of actions, and the listener takes on its
implementation. Dialogue - exchange of views is usually a dispute, a discussion. Both
interlocutors, as a rule, are experts in the issue under discussion. This type of dialogue is
characterized by thematic unity with different views of the communicants on the problem
”[Vasilik, 2003, 321] Dialogue with the aim of establishing or regulating interpersonal relations
implies communication between people in a problematic, conflict situation, when using speech
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means they try to solve the problem. This type of dialogue is subdivided into dialogue-unison and
dialogue-dissonance.

I. The content of the first is sincere confessions, the second is a mutual clarification of
relations. An idle dialogue is aimed either at emotional communication (complaints,
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bragging, admiration, apprehension, fear), or at artistic genres (mini-story, joke, wit), or at
informationally pointless but intellectual dialect. It implements a phatic function: without
giving any increase in information, this dialogue makes it possible for its participants to
feel that they are maintaining contact.

An example is any small talk, meaningless dialogue about the weather, and other dialogues
of this type. Internet dialogues are often just idle communicative unity, but at the initial stage of
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working with listening, it is extremely important to find a vivid and interesting dialogue that
contains a clash of opinions and will allow students to follow the development of the plot. M.A.
Vasilik points out that question-answer complexes are realized to the greatest extent in the
dialogue. Questions are classified as follows: clarifying and complementary, simple and complex,
correct and incorrect, neutral, sympathetic and provocative. Clarifying questions are aimed at
clarifying the truth or falsity, require an answer "yes" or "no". Replenishing questions are
associated with the clarification of new knowledge about events, phenomena, objects, their
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distinguishing feature - interrogative words: "who", "what", "where", "when", "how", "why".
Simple questions cannot be broken down into simpler statements. Hard questions include two or
more simple questions. Correct questions are based on true judgment. Inappropriate questions are
based on false or vague judgments. Neutral questions do not contain emotional connotations and
do not affect the personality of the interlocutor in any way. Benevolent questions emphasize the
speaker's disposition towards the interlocutor. Provocative questions are negatively colored and
contain hidden or explicit incitement to wrong actions of the interlocutor ”[Vasilik, 2003, 321].
V.M. Maximov identifies various types of questions according to their role in the dialogue,
focusing on a number of criteria:
II. By the nature of the expected answers:
11

1) closed questions. These are questions with a rigid structure, they can be answered simply
yes or no or in a few words, for example, How old are you? Where do you live? Closedended questions allow you to get accurate information, but with their help it is difficult to
evoke a deeper and more detailed message if the interlocutor does not want to reveal
himself.
2) open questions. These are less structured questions, they offer more freedom in choosing
the answer and begin with the words what, how, why, why, etc., for example, How do you
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feel when you see this person? What are your professional goals? A person answers these
questions in accordance with how he sees and feels the problem. That is why open-ended
questions are used to clarify a complex, confusing situation, or in order to more accurately
understand a person's attitude to the subject of conversation.
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III. According to the content concluded in the questions:

1) questions about facts (informational). Are they connected with what really happened in
time or space, for example, were you at a meeting yesterday? What year did you graduate
from school?

2) questions about opinions, desires, attitudes. Answering these questions is more difficult
than asking questions about facts and knowledge. Attitudes, assessments, desires of a
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person can be clear and clearly defined, or they can be vague and vague, they can be aware
of it or not. A person's opinion on any issue can be ambiguous. Therefore, when answering
these kinds of questions, people are more sensitive to the wording and sequence of the
questions than when answering questions about facts. It is important for the questioner to
remain neutral with regard to the subject of the conversation, try to avoid words
(statements) that carry an explicit assessment, for example, How would you like this
problem to be resolved? What do you think about that?
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IV. By functions performed during the conversation:

1) control questions - serve to check the reliability of the answers, for example, are you satisfied
with the work? - Yes. - Would you like to move to another job?
2) probing questions - their goal is to get as much information as possible about the

interlocutor in order to decide in which direction to act. Probing questions (as opposed to clarifying
ones) are resorted to in a situation where the reasons for his own behavior or emotional state are
either not clear to the interlocutor, or he would not like to talk about them; in such cases, it is
impossible to obtain information by resorting to direct clarifications. The art of conversation in
such situations involves delicacy, the manifestation of emotional empathy. At the same time, the
technique of conducting a conversation is aimed at getting closer to the essence of the matter,
12

finding out from different sides what the problem is, for example, How often does this happen?
What did you do? Why did you do that?
3) functional psychological questions are used to relieve stress, to control the direction of the
conversation, to move from one topic to another.
a) mirror questions. Built on a complete repetition of the interlocutor's answer or keywords
in his answer, aimed at achieving a real understanding of his feelings, experiences, states, for
example, I understood correctly that you think that ... You said that ... Statements, constructed in
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this way, perform several functions in a conversation: the listener's repetition of the interlocutor's
words makes the latter feel that he is heard, and therefore understand; in addition, hearing his
statement from the outside, a person can treat him critically, clarify his thoughts and feelings.
b) indirect questions.
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They are used in cases where there is a fear that a person will not answer a direct question.
Then the question may not be asked about the opinion of the interlocutor, but about the opinion of
his colleagues at work or about public opinion. The construction of questions of this type contains
elements of a projective methodology, according to which a person, formulating the opinion of his
colleagues or fellow citizens, in fact expresses his attitude to the problem. An indirect question is
also used when the questioner wants to hide his interest, for example, How, in your opinion, will
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public opinion assess the transition to paid higher education? c) relay question. Designed to
maintain a dialogue, so that the transition from one topic to another during the conversation looks
logical and psychologically appropriate. In its structure, it picks up the last words of the speaker
in order to develop the topic. d) questions-bridges. Used to move from one topic to another, for
example, And now a few questions about ... Now let's talk about something else. e) closing
questions. They are used at the end of the conversation, if it is important to emphasize the equality
of the interlocutors, the respectful attitude between them, or once again clarify the content of the
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agreements reached, for example, Was I able to convince you that ...
So can you submit this report on Wednesday? [Maksimov, 2006, 13] Answers in dialogical

communication are classified as correct, incorrect and “not in essence”; positive and negative.
"Correct" answers imply an answer to the question posed in accordance with the criterion of truth
and completeness, for example, In what year did Pushkin die? - In 1837. An incorrect answer may
be incorrect or incomplete, for example, In 1819 (incorrect). In the 19th century (incomplete). The
answer "not in essence" does not at all touch upon the essence of the problem raised, for example,
And I really like his poems! Thus, a dialogue is a complex communicative unity of speech of two
or more speakers, which, as a rule, is a chain of questions and answers. Both questions and answers
can contribute to the development of dialogue and the increment of new information in it, but they
can also stop its development, leading to the emergence of communication failures and the aimless
13

and fruitless continuation of the dialogue. When listening to a monologue or dialogical text, it is
important to observe the correct sequence of presentation of the material. N.L. Fedotova suggests
focusing on the following sequence: 1. An indicative and motivating stage: a situation is created
that stimulates verbal communication, students make assumptions about the content of the text. At
this stage, preparatory motivational exercises are proposed aimed at developing the ability to
navigate in a communication situation (determining the topic or content of the text by its title, plan,
illustrations, summary, etc.). 2. Training stage: working out the language material presented in the
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audio text. It is possible to use phonetic, lexical and grammatical exercises and exercises aimed at
developing the mechanisms of auditory perception (imitative, substitutional, combined,
transformational). 3. First listening and control: the formation of the skills of a global

a statement, etc.).
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understanding of the message. Informative exercises are performed (answering questions, refuting

4. Second listening and control: listening to the audio text with the installation for its detailed
and critical understanding.

A special role belongs to corrective exercises of a reproductive and controlling nature,
pragmatic and communicative exercises (proactive, situational, descriptive, compositional,
playful) aimed at developing the skills of compression, interpretation and assessment of what has
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been heard ”[Fedotova, 2011, 85] Thus, listening should give preference to dialogical texts in
which the development of point of view and the collision of different positions in the discussion
are presented. If the teacher uses a monologue text in his work with students, it is necessary to
track its structure so that students can assimilate it. When choosing the subject matter of the texts,
it is important to take into account the characteristics of the age group of students, their perception
and the conditions for the formation of their personality.
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1.3. Psychological and pedagogical features of middle class students and their importance
for the learning process of listening

Listening as a special type of speech activity, including the perception and understanding of

spoken speech, should occupy an important place already at the initial stage of language learning.
In communicatively directed learning, listening plays an important role, since it is closely related
to other types of speech activity: reading, speaking and writing. Without this, communication in
the language is unthinkable, it makes it possible to master the sound side of the language being
studied, its phonemic composition and intonation, allows you to master its lexical composition and
grammatical structure. The methodology draws attention to two ways of teaching listening. In the
first case, listening acts as a learning goal, as a type of speech activity and takes place in the process
14

of performing special exercises. The second path combines listening exercises with elements of
reading, speaking and writing.
Following modern methodologists, it is considered appropriate to teach listening as a goal,
and then as a means of teaching other types of activities. A child who starts school at age 7 or 6
turns 12 or 13 in grade 7. 12-13 years is a difficult age both for the child himself and for his
teachers and parents. Jean Piaget in his book "Speech and Thinking of a Child" singles out the age
of 12-13 years as the final one in the formation of competencies [Piaget, 1994, 567]:
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By the age of 12, thus, the child not only fully masters the capabilities of his body and
becomes capable of coordinated movements, but also acquires a complete ability to form ideas,
imitate the actions of others and to socialize. Socialization should be discussed separately. It is at
the age of 12-13 that it becomes important for a child to join the team, to establish relations with
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him. The first quarrels and disagreements arise, the first attempts to become a leader or take their
place in the hierarchy of the collective. “Piaget makes it clear that the mind of a child at this age
formulates intuition, which is a double result of schemes of perception (or schemes of action), on
the one hand, typical of the sensorimotor stage, and on the other hand, typical internal
representations of another next period: cognitive, cognitive progress is a cross between "effective
experience" and "mental experience". This second form of experience, more mental than concrete,
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tends to play a major role in the cognitive experience of the age between 7 and 12 years, which
corresponds to the next stage of concrete operations.
At this age, which is also called "the second childhood", the language of egocentrism

practically disappears, and the child has the need to mentally act with logical constructions that
are coherent to the causal and deductive plan. In a small child, there is a tendency to think before
acting, and to give a coordinated and logical meaning to his own behavior ”[Travaglini, 2009,
151]. Thus, mastering complex topics (and not only in the Romanian language) in the 7th grade
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naturally reflects the processes taking place in the child's mind. At the same time, the teacher has
to be flexible and loyal enough so as not to offend the child, not to interfere with his emerging
socialization. So, for example, when making comments or evaluating works, special care should
be taken so as not to harm the child's psyche. In the 7th grade, problematic topics that require
independent reflection are studied in all subjects. So, through history, New Time is studied - and
students will learn about discoveries, the development of science, the emergence of various
philosophical trends and at the same time about riots and revolutions. English requires students to
be able to build reasoning on simple topics, talk about their feelings and feelings, discuss them
with classmates and the teacher. In the state educational standards of the third generation and a
number of other regulatory documents, one of the tasks of secondary (general) education is defined
as the preparation of students with developed communicative competence. Behind this is the
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ability to see the position of another person, evaluate it, accept or not accept, have your own point
of view, distinguish it from someone else's, and defend. The success of his interaction with
communication partners and self-realization in society largely depend on the level of a person's
communicative competence. Listening is one of the most effective ways to develop
communicative competence. Earlier it was considered as a separate direction of skills formation,
and now it is considered as an integrated component of communicative competence “In listening,
there are several groups of difficulties: difficulties associated with the peculiarities of the listening
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act and the listener's speech activity; difficulties associated with the peculiarities of speech of
native speakers; difficulties associated with the peculiarities of the civilization of the country of
the target language and the mastery of the sociolinguistic and sociocultural components of the
communicative competence. Possession of listening as a type of speech activity should ensure a
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successful communication process, develop the ability of students to speak a foreign language and
understand it. Since the process of teaching monologue speech through listening is complex and
difficult, more attention should be paid to listening in schools. It is very important to increase
students' motivation to understand foreign speech by ear and use it as a means of communication
”[Elukhina, 1996, 76]. A modern schoolchild is often deprived of opportunities for the formation
of communicative competence, since the recently changed format of exams, including in the
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Romanian language: tests have replaced direct communication with the teacher. However, in
adulthood following graduation from high school, the graduate constantly
will have to implement communicative competence: both in business and in interpersonal

communication. "In view of this, at present, in the theory and practice of school education, the
contradiction between the goals of the formation of communicative competence stated in the
documents and the insufficient development of the necessary requirements and conditions for their
implementation is being actualized." It should be noted that in training it is necessary to distinguish
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between the concepts of "competence" and "competence". Competence implies a certain set of
skills and abilities, and competence is the ability to use these skills and abilities in a specific
situation. “The competence-based approach puts forward in the first place not the knowledge of
the student, but the ability to solve problems by analogy, arising in the following situations:


when mastering modern technology and technology;



in relationships between people, in ethical standards, in assessing their own actions;



in practical life when fulfilling the social roles of a citizen, family member, city
dweller, voter;



when choosing a specialization in their professional activities, assessing their level
of preparedness, in the ability to navigate the labor market;
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if necessary, resolve your own problems of life self-determination, choice of style
and way of life, ways of resolving conflicts, etc. " [Bobrova, 2005, 11].

The development of social competence in a child is influenced by a number of factors. The
leading ones are school and family. Teachers who focus on learning the rules, unfortunately, do
not instill in the child a sense of language, and he cannot see problem areas in the text, does not
know how to write this or that word, since the learned rule does not in any way connect in his head
with real life. “The knowledge gained by children in the course of collective discussion, disputes
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and the search for a true answer to the problem posed question turns out to be the most valuable
for children and really contributes to the formation of educational and cognitive competence. Also,
children learn to communicate with each other, with a teacher, acquire the ability to debate, defend
their opinion, and prove the correctness of their answer. They develop communicative
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competence. In a modern school, teaching a foreign language, as you know, is based on spelling
and grammar rules. The rule is studied, repeated, demonstrated when writing, for example,
children indicate the conditions for choosing a spelling, draw up graphical diagrams to explain
punctograms, etc. However, at the same time, a situation is more than familiar when a student
recites a rule without hesitation and immediately makes a mistake - it is on him. The student knows
the rule, but does not recognize the situations in which it is applied. The main difficulty in
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mastering spelling is that the introduction of a spelling rule and the process of developing skills
formed on the basis of this rule do not coincide in time ”[Bochkina, 2012, 14]. The most important
element of motivation for the study of texts is taking into account the psychological type of the
student and the information environment familiar to him. N.V. Zhukova points out: “There are a
number of requirements for educational texts for the development of listening. Facilitate
understanding:

- interesting story;
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- a well-known and relevant topic;
- slight linguistic difficulty;

- the absence of subordinate clauses and the use of simple binders;
- simple logical relationships between statements;
- repetition;

- simple spatial relationships;
- chronological sequence of events;
- the use of logical and chronological means of communication;
- a limited number of characters and objects;
- the ability to link new information with background knowledge ”[Zhukova, 2013, 7].
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The Internet is the medium that can provide the modern adolescent with all of the above
characteristics of a text intended for listening. Almost 100% of today's adolescents are involved in
social networks. The danger of using social networks in the modern world also confronts the
teacher with the need to interact with this segment of modern life. In the 9th grade, many students
are faced with the need to join a new team: specialized training programs often imply the
redistribution of 9th grade students (for example, to specialized philological, mathematical,
chemical biological classes). In addition, after the 9th grade, many students change educational
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institutions. It is impossible not to mention another danger that modern children are exposed to.
This is the so-called cyberbullying: psychological attacks on the Internet. Almost every modern
student has a page on VKontakte or on another social network, and this page is not only a means
of self-presentation, but also a place for open dialogue with other users. Not every user in their
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dialogue is tuned in to positive communication and benevolent. The dialogues of many visitors to
social networks are streams of negativity, obscene language, unfounded insults and suspicions.
The bullying of children by the whole class, leading to the development of suicidal
tendencies and a decrease in self-esteem, has moved to the Internet and has reached a catastrophic
scale: a modern child is attacked by cyberbullers for no reason. Moreover, this attack is seen by
an unlimited number of users, which makes it public, massive and therefore much more offensive
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and unpleasant for its object. Therefore, the ability to communicate on social networks, including
in their English-speaking segment, gives a person the opportunity to adapt to the world of modern
communication and turns him practically into an advanced Internet user. Modern schoolchildren
studying in the 7th grade simultaneously experience two types of socialization: building new
relationships in the class, a team that can both remain unchanged from the first days of schooling
(but the age characteristics of its members change), and can change due to class associations or
division into profiles. The second type of socialization is experienced by students on the Internet:
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being active users of social networks and players in computer games, they build relationships with
their virtual friends, among whom there are native speakers of foreign languages.

1.4. Internet as a resource for the development of communicative competence

The Internet provides an opportunity to master all the benefits of civilization, practically

without leaving home. A person can order the delivery of food, clothing and household appliances
using the Internet, communicate with his business partners and friends, watch movies and news.
In other words, the Internet can completely replace real life - and for some people it replaces it
today. The stratum of people who constantly use the Internet experience certain changes in
consciousness, vision of the world and outlook. So, for example, a person becomes addicted to the
Internet, he gets used to receiving information "ready". To prepare a school or student essay, report
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or any other work, a student does not need to sit in the library, independently obtaining
information. He gets it already processed, finished and written. A paradox arises: there is no
information at all on the Internet: the network has become the main source of information, and its
content claims to be the completeness of all information in the world. This quasi-completeness
gives rise to addiction: it seems to a person that the most interesting events are taking place in the
world, and he, not being able to connect to the Internet, is missing something very important and
necessary. The phenomenon of social networks is closely related to Internet addiction: a person is
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constantly interested in changes on the pages of his friends, friends of his friends, etc. Networks
that were originally designed to find people (for example, the Odnoklassniki project - to find those
with whom a person studied together, but did not communicate after school), have turned into a
self-sufficient social education. Users post photos, other users comment on them, comments are
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followed by replies, etc. In part, social networks help the exchange of information: they can find
various films, music files. But the majority of users in such networks are carried away by quasisocial activity: for example, they write something unpleasant to a person, who, in turn, writes
something unpleasant to them. Thus, a person spends a huge amount of time on activity in the
virtual space.

Even more time is spent on quasi-social activity in games: a person lives a virtual life, more
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and more detached from the real world. The problem of quasi-social activity is closely related to
another problem that is only possible on the Internet: the problem of the virtual personality. By
publishing data about himself, a person can change his real age, gender, nationality, etc. No one
can verify this data, and often people communicate on the Internet, very poorly representing their
interlocutor. One person can have several different virtual personalities, and, for example, a live
discussion on the forum of a movie or book can be the result of the activity of one person.
Sociologists talk about the phenomenon of “patchwork identity”: one and the same person can be
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represented on the network as several masks, but none of these virtual masks represents a fullfledged personality, but rather is a part of it. “A person who implements various versions of his
identity, playing with them, in the conditions that the Internet provides, he can hardly model a
holistic and unique personality with them. Most likely, he is using familiar patterns of social
practice. In any case, this is a social phenomenon, and he rather works with ready-made elements
of the constructor, than re-creating them. ... You also need to consider that there is no group
communication on the Internet as such. In fact, this is a large number of one-on-one
communication acts. A person simultaneously plays out a lot of masks, situationally chosen by
him for a particular recipient. Even the opportunities that chat provides are a set of one-on-one
communication threads. And you can't see the attitude of people communicating with each other
from the outside. You cannot, as an observer, draw any conclusions about their behavior outside
19

of this communication. That is, you only have what they showed in this dialogue. And how this
relates

to

their

lives

is

a

big

question”

[Satin,

http://www.psychology.ru/internet/round/140400/05_ident.stm]. For many owners of virtual
personalities, life on the Internet is much more interesting than in reality. Naturally, a person
strives to the Internet in order to feel more beautiful, younger, more interesting than he really is.
“When using e-mail and echo conferences, a number of parameters that make up an integral part
of the linguistic personality in real communication (gender, race, accent, appearance) are leveled.
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The use of pseudonyms as "usernames" has an undoubted effect on the identification and selfidentification of a linguistic person in the process of virtual communication. The result is the
development of pseudo-identity: not a real person enters into communication, but the one to whom
the communication participant wants to present himself.
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For example, women working in the computer business admit that they make life easier for
themselves by using not their real name, but a “username” that does not reflect their gender and
thereby increase the degree of professional confidence in them by their male colleagues ”
[Leontovich, 2014, 10]. Sometimes a conflict between two virtual personalities on the Internet
leads to a conflict in reality: for example, in several countries there have been murders due to the
fact that someone insulted the owner of a virtual person on the Internet. The presence of a virtual
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personality in a person leads to a certain impunity in posting information: he can leave comments,
write fictitious information and not bear any responsibility for this. The ability to provide users
with information at any time is an undoubted plus of the Internet, but it also turns into a minus:
this information can be false, and an ordinary user does not have the opportunity to check the
information posted on the network [Poster, http://prmaslennikov.livejournal.com/32029 .html].
Projects such as free encyclopedias, on the one hand, allow everyone to share what they know. On
the other hand, not a single article is safe from the fact that false information will be placed in it
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out of personal hostility or for other reasons. To summarize, we can say that the Internet has given
every active user a kind of a second life: the resources of the global network allow 34 to acquire a
virtual double that can afford almost everything: express any considerations, tell any information.
The Internet cancels the system of checks and balances on which the well-being of the real society
is based [Development of the Information Society 2014, 65].
A person can no longer restrict his freedom. Philosophers of the eighteenth century spoke of

the "social contract" - the emergence of the state as a social necessity. T. Hobbes imagined the
state of society before the emergence of state institutions as a "war of all against all," in which
each person was responsible only for himself, and the strongest won. The state ensured order by
limiting this total freedom. The Internet again returns society to the pre-state era: in the virtual
space, everyone is equal [Leontovich, 2014, 11]. This allows a modern student to listen to lectures
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by foreign professors, communicate with peers - native English speakers, independently ask
questions and receive answers in dialogue, for example, with an adult native English speaker.
Modern society is going through a new stage in the development of mass communication: the infosociety. The Internet, which has spread widely in just two or three decades, affects all spheres of
people's lives, including politics [Chernykh 2008, 76]. Network technologies change the life of
every person, gradually changing the format of his interaction with society, with the state.
Modern society is going through a new stage in the formation of mass communication and
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the existence of information: the Internet forms the information community. Unlike previous types
of texts, information on the Internet is formed by the consumer to a greater extent than by the
creator: each person can choose those sites that are interesting to him, use hyperlinks on topics that
attract him [Chernov 2003, 106]. Not a single person is able to read and comprehend in his entire
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life all the information on the Internet - he is purposefully looking for what he is interested in. A
society in which information technologies prevail over industrial ones is usually called postindustrial or informational. The impact of the Internet on society is manifested not only in the
speed of information dissemination. The ability to connect to the global network destroys the
factors of time and distance that were previously determining for the existence of a particular
culture [Mcquerrey 2009, 13]. So, a person who was born and lived in one country in the 17th -
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18th centuries had an extremely vague idea of the inhabitants of other states, based on speculation,
rumors and fragmentary information from travelers. In an earlier era, information was completely
limited to legends and myths. Now a resident of any country has the opportunity in a matter of
seconds to see photo or video materials from the life of any other state. Metaphorically, the Internet
can be described as a huge field of information, where useful and harmful, cognitive and
entertaining are mixed, and the responsibility for using this field of information falls only on the
shoulders of the person himself. You can use the Internet only for work, you can spend hours
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studying entertainment resources or social networks - a person decides for himself what to do with
this stream of information, what to fish out of it. Having analyzed the Internet as a mass media,
we can draw some conclusions about its features:
1) The society that uses the Internet as the main communication channel is still being formed:

not all inhabitants of the planet own a computer and are fluent in the Internet, but their number is
growing every year.

2) In the emerging stratum of society, the Internet creates some new properties of

information: - factualness: any user can post information, and not a single event will remain
unreported on the Internet if at least one person has seen it, armed with modern recording means.
At the same time, the factual nature also has a downside: the Internet “knows” everything about
each user, analyzes his search queries, using this information not only to sell certain goods and
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services, but also to monitor public opinion; - interactivity: any information posted on the network
is commented, discussed, transmitted from user to user. The creator of an informational occasion
can always find out an opinion about his work - a story, a photo, etc. It should be noted that this
information is not always objective. Firstly, not everyone who reads leaves a comment, and a more
objective indicator in this case is not the content of comments, but the number of views. Secondly,
many commentators lend themselves to the opinion of the authors of the previous statements.
Moreover, a person is more inclined to express negative emotions: from those who read, the one
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who was not satisfied is more likely to leave a comment than the one who liked it; - globalization:
thanks to modern technologies, neither distance, nor time, nor a foreign language are an obstacle
to communication. A person can perceive information concerning various parts of the planet,
communicate with people who live in other countries. The Internet “never sleeps”: it became

their response.
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possible to communicate with people living in other time zones, leave messages for them, wait for

Globality has not only positive, but also negative sides: a person on the Internet is not
immune from intrusion into his personal space. The best illustration of this is the phenomenon of
spam: messages with intrusive ads that come to e-mail and icq do not ask the user's opinion,
offering him a variety of popular services. Thanks to globalization, each person can enter the
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information space of another, but he must be prepared for the fact that someone can enter his
information space; - anonymity. The overwhelming majority of texts, photographs and videos do
not have an author: he is designated on the Internet under a conventional name - a nickname, or
no name at all. Any user can copy the information and use it for his own purposes - for example,
to write an abstract, report, etc. The concepts of copyright and plagiarism are becoming
conventional, and information has great permeability.
3) These properties of information on the Internet affect the people who use it. Thus, an
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active Internet user develops a quasi-social activity: for hours a person is in the virtual space,
absorbing and creating information. In some cases, this activity can even be addictive.
4) A society of people actively using the Internet is fragmented: it is divided into small

interest groups, and the same person can belong to several different groups. It is rather difficult to
unite such a society, but it can be done using popular Internet resources and referring to different
groups with different declarations.
5) Modern politics must use the resources of the Internet and take into account its

peculiarities in order to cover the computerized part of society.
The Internet as a new type of mass media has a number of features that make it possible to
perceive it as the most authoritative source of information, and a competent public figure cannot
but use this. The Internet today is called the “global village”: any event is commented on,
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discussed, and whole discussions take place in the comments. People who post news on websites
or blog posts themselves provoke this interactive effect by opening the option to leave comments.
After the “century of television”, when information could only be consumed, it became possible
for the first time to create it.
1.5 Formation of listening skills in the context of Internet communication
The first part of the chapter is devoted to the analysis as a communicative process, which
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often does not receive due attention in the traditional system of language teaching, especially at
school. The second part reveals the features of the Internet as an information and communication
environment, which allows the use of listening, taking into account the interests of modern
schoolchildren and students.
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Listening and listening in the conceptual and content aspect Teaching a foreign language is
not only learning spelling rules, morphological and syntactic analysis with schoolchildren. It is
also about working with their speech. The modern world is the world of information, and most of
the information is formulated in verbal form. And the child should receive the first basics of
mastering the word at school, where the foundation of his future life is laid. Today, a person is not
in conditions of information isolation (which was typical of ancient society), but on the contrary,
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in conditions of an excess of information: he constantly listens and sees people speaking (on TV,
on the Internet, etc.), and each of them can potentially be for him with a speech pattern and model.
However, it is the teacher of a foreign language that forms the student's ideas about correct,
competent and effective speech, not only with the help of his assessments of the speech of other
people, but also with the help, first of all, of his own manner of speaking.
American Mark Prensky [4, p. 1], a writer and popularizer of various technologies of

teaching and enlightenment, introduced the term Digital Native, which literally translates as “an
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indigenous inhabitant of a digital society” or “digital aborigine”. He points to a generation that has
been shaped by the explosive growth of information technology such as computer games, email,
the Internet and mobile devices. For digital natives, information technology is not only a means,
but a medium for communication. Every teenager, one way or another, uses the resources of the
Internet, ranging from search engines, on-line games, social networks and ending with personal
sites (blogs, "live magazines").
Thanks to the Internet space, modern adolescents have expanded the boundaries of social

connections, the search for the necessary information, the possibility of presenting themselves.
The adolescent period is characterized by an identity crisis, when it is important to comprehend
oneself, to find "one's place" among peers; during this period, a new level of "I-concept" is formed,
with the development and deepening of all its qualities. At the same time, informational
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socialization inevitably affects the immature personality of a teenager. The main way of such
socialization occurs through communication, which has a number of features and differences from
the "real" one, and in its own way affects the formation of the user's identity in adolescence.
The first feature is anonymity and physical lack of representation [1, P.5]. The person does
not disclose information about himself. If photographs are shown, then the most successful ones
have been selected. This makes it easier to form the desired image of others about yourself. Some
resources offer the user to fill out a questionnaire at the registration stage, but not every user will
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do it honestly.

In conditions of anonymity, the teenager constructs his virtual personality. If in live
communication the "I-real" of a teenager partially coincides with the "I-ideal", then in the space
of the Internet the "virtual I", as a rule, does not coincide with either the first or the second idea of

multifaceted, different.
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oneself. Thus, a teenager tries on at least three states of "oneself", realizing the desire to be
For experiments with self-expression, “games with identity”, the teenager uses various
possibilities of the digital space, creating a new virtual personality: a different appearance on the
“avatar” (thanks to a good angle, “photoshop” or a borrowed photo), rejection of unwanted
qualities in the form of speech defects or complexes, ascribing to oneself those characteristics that
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are absent in reality. This need is due to the fact that the real world does not provide a teenager
with the opportunity to show all aspects of his own personality, or real life is so normative,
conformal, rigid and impersonal that the virtual space becomes the only way to broadcast himself
abnormal and non-standard.

As a consequence, "playing with identity" affects the personality of a teenager, both for the

better and for the worse. For example, experimenting with self-expression, self-demonstration, a
teenager can satisfy the need for recognition and fame (especially popular are "video blogs / vlogs"
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with the opportunity to make money on them). But at the same time, the substitution of the true
“I” by the virtual one can occur (the transformation mechanism resembles a professional
deformation of the personality), which in turn creates a barrier to the awareness of feelings that
belong to oneself “in the present”. Moving away from your desires, beliefs, loss of contact with
yourself - all this forms a false personality.
The second feature is “affective emancipation” [3], which is based on the absence of norms

and rules of communication on the Internet. The teenager allows himself to be harsher and harsher
than he could in "real" communication. Cyberbullying, Internet trolling is a consequence of such
liberation and anonymity, when they deliberately humiliate, provoke, incite an Internet interlocutor
or opponent. Impunity and the absence of consequences make it possible to broadcast aggressive
behavior, despite the possible presence of a person's moral and ethical education. The destruction
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of the boundaries of what is permitted in the virtual space "shakes" the personality of a teenager
from the inside and is reflected in his behavioral acts.
The third feature is control over the choice of the interlocutor and the ability to establish,
implement or complete communication.
In Internet communication, a person chooses with whom and how to contact him ("privately"
in private messages or "publicly" in "comments"). If the communication is tired, the interlocutor
asked an "uncomfortable" question, said too much, you can "block" ("send to the ban") or leave
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the conversation yourself.

Focusing on a group of interests, a teenager creates himself or joins a variety of informal
associations that satisfy his need for self-expression, demonstration, provocation and proclamation
of his views on the world. However, following the subculture, the teenager accepts "unspoken"
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rules, which he translates from the virtual space into the real one. The fourth feature is the
flexibility and variability of broadcasting your own feelings and moods.

In Internet communication, only a text, a “set of letters” remains from a real person, and the
emotional state is reflected in “emoticons”, “stickers”, punctuation and “statuses” [2]. Therefore,
it is so easy to demonstrate the desired emotional state, and not the one in which you are. The lack
of paralinguistic means of communication makes it possible to control the interlocutor's idea of
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your mood and feelings.

On the other hand, as a result of the lack of real knowledge about the interlocutor, the

impossibility of observing his verbal and paralinguistic means of communication in the virtual
space, the person interacts with the mental image of another. Manners, style of speech, voice,
reactions to a conversation are imagined, communication is built in the mind, and missing
"elements" of knowledge about the character or characteristics of a person are thought out. The
formation of an idea of the interlocutor occurs due to the "illusory correlation".
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As a result, the conditions for the formation of communication skills, empathy, the ability to

"adjust" to the interlocutor, to understand him on an emotional level are limited. Preferring virtual
communication to real communication, modern adolescents find it more difficult to find a common
language with others, and the number of real friends and friends is rapidly decreasing.
A teenager finds himself in a situation of lack of a holistic perception of reality with the

subsequent polarization of ideas about himself: on the one hand, he is a successful interlocutor in
the virtual space, on the other hand, he is unsuccessful in “live” communication.
The tendency towards social introversion in the real world and extroversion in the Internet

space influences the formation of the value-semantic sphere. The entry of a modern adolescent
into society occurs in a situation of value-normative uncertainty, when archaic mechanisms of
transmission of value orientations from the older generation to the younger are violated in society.
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If a teenager is not clear about something, he is overcome by doubts or existential questions, he
asks for advice on the forum or looks for answers in a search engine ("google"). As a result, the
value-semantic structure of adolescents' consciousness lends itself to transformation under the
influence of Internet communication. Social networks are full of photos of a beautiful and carefree
life, demonstrating the cult of the body and success, thus orienting the teenager to the importance
of consumer interests and hedonistic orientations in life goals.
The modern teenager is a constant user of digital technologies, primarily for communication.
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Internet communication has specific characteristics and can affect his personality, in the form of a
substitution of the true "I", affective emancipation, loss of communication skills, polarization of
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ideas about oneself, as well as value-semantic disorientation.
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CHAPTER 2. APPROBATION OF A PILOT PROJECT OF TEACHING ENGLISH IN
MIDDLE SCHOOL
2.1. Diagnostics of the formation of listening skills in 7th grade.
This chapter discusses a pilot project for introducing listening listening using materials from
the Internet in seventh grade. It is based on lesson planning in 7th grade in the second quarter. The
pilot project consists of 4 lessons. Before the beginning and after the end of the experiment on the
introduction of listening into the course of the lessons, a diagnostic assessment of listening skills
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and abilities was carried out.
The following resources were used in the work: - books of the Macmillan publishing house,
listening tests - http://lengish.com/tests/listening-38.html - to create a mailbox - yandex.ru www.google .com - for finding information on the Internet - SurveyMonkey - Wikispaces.
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Elements of listening with the help of the Internet were included in the curriculum of the 7th grade.
Modern children actively use the Internet, in this regard, when compiling lessons, resources were
used that most of them already use, for example, instant messengers, e-mail. Lessons are 40
minutes long.

Diagnostics of the formation of listening skills among 7th grade pupils.
Statement of tasks In educational speech practice, the main purpose of listening will be
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precisely the receipt of information, that is, the ratio “understood - did not understand”. In this
case, it is not the information itself that is important (it could have been another text similar, for
example, in terms of complexity or subject matter), but the fact of understanding it. That is,
academic listening is aimed at solving a specific educational problem. Academic listening has its
own educational and cognitive tasks and is of a productive nature, which implies the active
participation of students in organizing and managing this activity through goal-setting, defining
ways to perform an audit task and further planning the results of auditory activity based on
reflexive self-assessment. The essence of educational listening is to improve listening skills and
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abilities, as well as the development of listening mechanisms through the mastery of effective
methods of listening comprehension and methods of educational work based on reflective selfassessment.

The result of the learning activity of listening is the student's competence in the perception

of oral foreign language speech, which includes the skills and abilities of listening in conjunction
with the techniques and methods of listening. For example, listening with an understanding of the
main content does not imply a complete understanding of the entire text, therefore, students should
develop the ability to concentrate in the text on key words and not pay attention to words on which
the understanding of the main content does not depend. If it is required to extract the requested
information, it is necessary to explain to students how to focus their attention only on this
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information, filtering out secondary information. At the same time, they should be reminded that
in the audio text the main idea, as a rule, is expressed in words synonymous with those used in the
test question. In accordance with the proposed model of teaching students to listen, the process of
preparing students for listening begins with a methodological analysis of the target text by the
teacher. The teacher listens and carefully analyzes the target text for the presence in it of such
linguistic and speech phenomena that will present obvious difficulties for students in its
perception. All lexical units must be entered and worked out in advance. To do this, it is advisable
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to include them in graphic educational texts, work with which precedes listening. The inclusion of
new lexical units and some grammatical structures in graphic texts allows students to focus on
these linguistic phenomena and contributes to their more solid assimilation. Working with graphic
text is the first step in preparing students to listen to authentic text. The next step in the preparatory
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phase is listening based on known content. This is work with auditory texts compiled by the teacher
on the situational-content basis of graphic texts, as well as on the basis of situations that are
discussed in the process of teaching speaking and reading.

As mentioned above, the text exercises should develop students' listening skills for a specific
type of text and general auditory skills, since they are necessary for the perception of any type of
text, both monologic and dialogical. This group includes the skills to:
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- quickly and in a timely manner switch from one topic to another, from one question to

another; - highlight the main idea of the statement;

- replenish information in the case of an ellipsis;
- recognize subtext, if any;

- to find support in the text, with the help of which he could keep information in memory;
- to determine the emotional state of the interlocutors, based on intonation and paralinguistic

characteristics of speech;
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- use pauses;

- extract information from the communication situation, if it is explicit;
- skillfully draw on their own knowledge on the topic of the conversation. Independent

listening is an important component of a student's productive learning activity in mastering a
foreign language.

The advantages of such listening are obvious - the student has the opportunity to listen to the

text as many times as he needs, he can stop the cassette at any time and listen to an unrecognized
word or phrase, in case of difficulty he can even use the dictionary. The main stage is listening to
the target text. Basically, this is listening based on "unknown" content. The content of the text is
unknown to students, but they are already sufficiently prepared for this listening in terms of
grammatical, lexical (with the same words, but about different) and phonetic and therefore
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understand the text without much effort. It should be added that due to the complexity and volume
of the text, in school conditions, it is recommended to listen twice a day. This is followed by
unprepared listening. This stage is optional and was included in our work with a special purpose to make sure that the proposed system of work contributes not only to a more complete
understanding of a specific authentic text, but also to improve auditory skills in general. To do
this, students are offered an "unprepared" authentic text of the same volume and complexity within
the framework of the topic being studied.
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In the light of the ideas of productive learning activities, the post-text stage (after listening)
is of particular importance in the process of teaching students to listen to an authentic foreign
language text. In our opinion, the post-text stage should include not only a series of control tasks
for the dubbed text, but also a detailed analysis of the perfect audit activity. It is advisable to control
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the understanding of auditory texts in traditional test formats, preferably in written formats:
answering questions, choosing the correct answer from a number of proposed ones, filling out the
table. Frontal forms of work are undesirable, since students, as a rule, show unequal activity in this
case. It is also important that the definition of the results and discussion of the results of the
auditory activity is not delayed, but takes place immediately after the fact of listening, while the
text is stored in the student's mind (the phenomenon of post-perception) and the feelings about this
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text are relevant.

Another effective technique is to work in pairs. In this case, after the first listening and

completing the assignment, the students are asked to compare their answers in pairs and fix their
attention on the disagreements. After the second listening, students have the opportunity to clarify
or correct their answers. This form of work is not only effective, but also allows you to create a
favorable atmosphere of cooperation in the classroom. This is necessary in order to prepare
students for the subsequent analysis of their auditory activities, so that they not only know the
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reasons for their mistakes, but are also ready to discuss them. Currently, there is an active process
of informatization in the field of education, which involves the intensive introduction and use of
new information technologies, the use of all means of communication that contribute to the
formation of an intellectually developed creative personality, well-versed in the information space,
ready for self-development and application of this knowledge in the future professional activities.
At the present stage, the use of it in the educational process is very important. This helps to activate
the cognitive activity of students, stimulates and develops cognitive processes: thinking,
perception, memory. The use of it in English lessons allows students to master the main methods
of communication in a bright, interesting form: speaking, reading, listening, writing, consolidate
the material in an interesting way, using discs, slides, videos, which contributes to a clear
perception of the material on a particular topic ... Thus, the positive aspects of the presence of ICT
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in the educational process include an increase in the level of education, the quality of knowledge
of students, as well as an increase in the professional competence of a teacher. Nowadays,
multimedia technologies are widely used. The term "multimedia" means: many environments.
Such information media are: text, sound, video. Software products that use all these forms of
information presentation are called multimedia. The use of multimedia teaching aids is a natural
stage in the development of pedagogical technologies.
In addition to services, the lessons will use book manuals - CD-ROM WAY AHEAD and
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BUSY BOARD. CD - ROM Way Ahead are interesting, exciting tasks aimed at developing all
types of speech activity: listening, reading, developing monologue and dialogical speech skills,
developing grammatical and lexical skills. Games are bright, colorful, entertaining, sound and
music. The disc also contains songs and exciting crossword puzzles. The Busy Board software
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consists of three levels, each of which includes ten lessons, interactive and engaging material
designed to motivate learners to learn English and develop their vocabulary and grammar skills.
Using the Cd-Rom Way Ahead and Busy Board in the lessons, you can solve a number of didactic
tasks: practice pronunciation, form and develop reading skills, improve the writing skills of
schoolchildren, replenish students' vocabulary, practice grammatical skills, and most importantly,
form students steady motivation to learn English. Each student, even the weakest, demonstrates
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his skills and abilities. The excitement of the competition makes you achieve the best results.
Games are aimed at achieving a positive result, which contributes to improving the quality of
training.

2.2. Types And Methods of Listening

Extensive listening is that listening option when students choose what they will listen to and

when, this can also happen at home, in their free time. They can listen not only to music, but also
to news, radio programs, etc. At the same time, it is necessary to give students the installation:
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they should not be upset if, when listening to authentic materials, they themselves do not
understand much. The teacher must remember that authentic texts must be appropriate for the age
and level of language proficiency of the students. So, an example is the use of song material in the
lesson. The first part of our video introduces some techniques for working with a song in a 5th
grade lesson. The importance of working with a song can hardly be overestimated.
Firstly, songs are the text material that children love, that is interesting to them, gives positive

emotions, which greatly facilitates the assimilation of the material.
Secondly, authentic literary material contributes to the comprehension of the language in the

context of cultures. Thirdly, songs are an excellent material for practicing the rhythm, intonation
of a foreign language, and improving pronunciation.
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Fourthly, when working with poems and songs, we solve the problem of multiple repetition
of statements according to the same model or perception of the same word. Repeated playback of
a song is not perceived as artificial. Working on songs in English lessons contributes to improving
students' pronunciation skills, assimilating and activating grammatical structures, achieving
accuracy in articulation, rhythm and intonation of speech, deepening knowledge of the English
language in general, enriching vocabulary, developing reading and listening skills and abilities,
stimulation monologic and dialogical statements, the development of both prepared and
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spontaneous speech, as well as team building and a more complete disclosure of the creative
abilities of each. Thanks to music in the lesson, a favorable psychological climate is created,
psychological stress is reduced, language activity is intensified, emotional tone is increased,
interest in learning English is maintained.
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The federal state educational standard of secondary (complete) general education is focused
on the formation of the student's personal characteristics. A modern school graduate should
become a creative and critically thinking person, socially active, respecting the law and the rule of
law, aware of his responsibility to society and the state, respecting the opinion of other people, and
being able to conduct a constructive dialogue.

The use of songs in English lessons helps to develop personal qualities, as well as to carry
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out moral and aesthetic education. It should also be mentioned that watching videos or films is
also one of the listening training options, which helps students learn also the facial expressions
and gestures of native speakers. Intensive listening is the use of ready-made audio material in the
lesson to develop and consolidate students' listening skills. Ready-made audio recordings allow
students to hear the speech of native speakers, they provide students with the opportunity to
familiarize themselves with different situations, hear excerpts from plays or dialogues. But the use
of ready-made audio material also has disadvantages: the speed of speech reproduction, the "ideal"
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pronunciation of sounds and words, which is almost impossible to hear in real life. Nevertheless,
it is very important to use audio recordings in the classroom in order to form the speech
competence of students who hear the speech of native speakers. There is a system of exercises that
is aimed at developing listening skills. Repetition after the announcer, which can be paused or
synchronized.

This exercise is considered basic and is widely used at the initial stage of training. Exercises

for the development of speech hearing. When developing a verbal hearing, you can use listening
with visual support, or directed listening - listening to recognizing specific words, structures,
extracting specific information. Exercises for training memory. Agree or disprove the statement.
Answer the questions. This listening is called prepared listening; Find errors, discrepancies
between spoken and printed text; Remember dates, names, titles, etc., and then play back in the
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same sequence; Listen to words and group them according to some principle or attribute; Listen
to words and repeat only those that relate to any one topic. Exercises for training probabilistic
forecasting. Find definitions for words; Make up phrases; End a phrase, text, etc. Identify content
by title, illustrations, keywords, etc. In addition, there are 3 stages in working with audio texts: the
pre-listening stage, the while listening stage, and the after listening stage. The pre-text stage is
aimed at enhancing motivation and formulating the attitude towards the primary listening to the
text.
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It can’t be such tasks as: discussion of questions before listening; guess by the title,
illustrations, new words about the content of the text; conversation about the problems of the text
with students, etc. Also, it is at this stage that it should remove possible difficulties that students
may have. During the first listening to the text, students try to understand the content by completing
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the tasks of the pre-text stage. However, there can be several auditions and students can perform
various tasks: insert missing words; find phrases used in the text without changes; indicate what
definitions for words were found in the text; finish sentences; find the equivalent to the listened
texts.

The post-text stage is the further work on the text, using it to develop the skills of speaking
and writing. If these stages are observed, as well as with the systematic and regular use of different
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types of audio texts in the classroom and not only, students develop foreign language listening
skills, which allow them to successfully and effectively communicate, solve a wide variety of
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speech problems, and feel confident during testing.
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CHAPTER III. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH HELD IN THE 7TH
GRADE
3.1. Prospective planning of a series of lessons with the inclusion of elements of listening
with the help of the Internet
The present reasearch were based on 7th form, consisted from 20 pupils, as follow:
1. Andrusca Artiom
2. Botnaru Cristian
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3. Batrincea Mihaela
4. Bodrug Olga
5. Cojocaru Patricia

7. Coslet Olga
8. Crimu Ion
9. Godorovici Nichita
10. Gudima Nicoleta
11. Fesieru Victoria
12. Farima Anna
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13. Fansa Ludmila
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6. Coltisor Olesea

14. Hasnas Geo

15. Ivaniuc Margarita
16. Josan Lenuta

17. Losan Mihaela

18. Munteanu Gabriela
19. Munteanu David
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20. Tirsina Valeria

At the stage of entrance testing, the following problems were identified:
- students have difficulty understanding speech by ear, they do not always catch the main

idea of the message;

- not accurately assess the completeness of the text heard;
- do not have the skills to work with the text after listening
- cannot answer questions about the text.
And according to the test, the pupils had give the mark as follows in the diagram:
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9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Lesson 1. E-mail

conversation
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listening test

D

Listening test; listen+answer; listen+speak

The purpose of the lesson is to get acquainted with the e-mail resource. Objectives: - learn
how to create email, - get acquainted with basic abbreviations and slang
- write a letter and video message.
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Equipment: Interactive whiteboard, cards, handouts, whiteboard, computers.
Stages of the lesson

1. Theoretical part - introduction 5 minutes, - explanation of algorithms for creating and

working with an electronic mailbox - 20 minutes

2. Practical part - doing a practical task - 20 minutes - conclusion 5 minutes
Lesson flow 1. Create an electronic mailbox

1. Select any mail server (mail, yandex, google, yahoo, rambler, etc.) For example, google

mail or gmail. A field for entering a username and password will appear.
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2. Below is usually the opportunity to register a new user. Select Create Account.
3. Enter your details (name, country, etc.), and select a username and password. For a security

question, choose something that you can always answer unequivocally - this will help you easily
recover your password if required.
4. Username and password - what you need to know to enter your mailbox. Your address

will look like this: username @ mail server, for example anastasiakhodakova@gmail.com. We
send a message. Now you only need to know exactly the address of the person to whom you are
going to write. Accuracy is paramount here: the letters are mixed up - the message will not reach.
Some designations of characters in addresses:
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- @ "at" -. "Dot" - "hyphen" _ "underscore / understrike" Typically mail includes folders: inbox,
sent, draft, spam). In the mail settings, you can create a signature that will be automatically added
to each letter. You can also turn on the answering machine there, for example, if you are going on
vacation and will not check your mail for some time.
Select "Write a letter" - Enter the address in the "To" column - Indicate the subject of the message
- Type the text of the letter - Attach a file, if necessary (to do this, click "Attach a file", then
"Browse" and select a file on your PC) - Click "Send ". Emails can be of different styles (formal,
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semi-formal, informal). If we talk about an informal style, then it is noted that there is no need to
comply with all the formalities (dates, addresses, formal greetings), abbreviations, emoticons
(emoticons) are used. Frequent contractions: u = you r = are IMHO = in my humble opinion asap
= as soon as possible FYI = for your information BTW = by the way BFN = buy for now b4 =
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before F2F = face to face LOL = laughing out loud L8R = later TC = take care TY = thank you
coz = because uni = university The semi-formal style is most commonly used in email
correspondence and is applicable to all kinds of communication situations (excluding purely
formal and informal cases, such as a letter to a potential employer or close friend respectively). An
example of a semi-formal writing style: Dear Mr Smith, I'm a university student from Germany
and I'm writing to get some information about your language courses this summer. I've got a few
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questions:

1. Do you do a course for university students, which helps them with their essay writing

skills?

2. How many hours a week are the courses?

3. What sort of accommodation do you offer?
4. What after-school activities are there?

5. Do you do any trips to other towns in England?
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I'm hoping to come over in July, so if you can get back to me as soon as possible, it would

be great. Thanks for your help. Best regards, Alberta Saltenhoff The subject of the letter should be
sufficiently informative (hello, good news, very important. IELTS Letter Writing - Useful Words
& Expressions) - Start the letter with a steady phrase (formal: Dear Sir \ Madam; semiformal: Dear
Mr Jones; informal: Dear Mary \ Hi Fred - The most important information first - Use lists
(numbers, bullets, asterisks) to make the message clearer - Avoid complex grammatical structures
and long sentences - Divide the text into paragraphs - Use closing phrases (formal: Yours
faithfully; semiformal: Yours sincerely \ sincerely; informal: Best regards \ Best wishes \ Love
In addition, you can learn a number of phrases commonly used in emails so that writing your
message takes less time. For example, such phrases can be found on one of the proposed resources
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(IELTS Letter Writing). Task: Each student should write a letter to his friend, send him an e-mail,
and also record a video message. Then get a reply letter and answer your friend's questions.
Lesson 2. Theme: Talking about people
Skills: Listening to specific information, listening to details
Intermediary level
Grammatical focus: Desire + simple past
Vocabulary: annoyed, annoying, argumentative, boss, light, embarrassed, uniform,
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generous, crazy (angry), stupid, sociable, stubborn, sympathetic, angry, worried

Preparation: Download the worksheet and make a copy for each student. Cut each copy as
shown in rows.
proceeding
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Put students in groups and tell them to list how many adjectives can describe personality.
Write annoyingly on the board as an example and then give students a minute to think about as
many other personality adjectives as they can. When finished, tell each group to take out an
adjective and write them all on the board. Mark the word stress and examine the pronunciation.
Finally, tell students to put a plus sign (+) next to the positive adjectives and a minus sign (-) next
to the negative adjectives. Optional extension: add the –ed form of any –ing adjectives, such as
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annoyed / annoying. Ask students to shout out any other personality adjectives they know that can
end in both -ed and -ing (for example, bored / boring, interested / interesting, etc.). Emphasize
that -ed personality adjectives describe how someone feels, e.g. embarrassed, while -ing
personality adjectives describe someone who is, e.g. embarrassing
Explain to the students that they will hear a young woman named Rebecca describing various

members of her family as well as herself. Give each student a copy of the diagram on Worksheet
7. Give students time to study the diagram. Explain that they need to listen and fill in the missing
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information. When the students are ready, play the recording.
Answers:
A. Brad

b) mama

c. Invoice
d. genres
e. ill

f. authoritarian
g. argumentative
h. sympathetic
i. even temperate
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j. sociable
k. annoying

Give each student a copy of the question sheet. Pair the students and ask them if they can
complete any of the answers. Give them a few moments to discuss their ideas, then play the
recording again while the students listen and complete any remaining answers.
Answers:
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A. her mother
b) her father

c) because he always talks to the people on the street
d. because he is very stubborn
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e. because he always tells her what to do

f because he likes to give gifts and help people

g. her mother, because she is not angry and never gets angry

Write I'd like to be on the board. Explain that the desire for the simple past is for things you
would like to change in the present. Ask students to listen to the recording again and write down
two sentences that Rebecca says using this construction. Explain that he should write every
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sentence I hear.
Answers:

a. I wish I was like her

b) I would like it to be a little easier
Post-listening tasks

Have students write down the names of three people they know well (either family or friends).

Tell them to make a list of two personality adjectives to describe each person. Encourage them to
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think of a positive adjective and a negative adjective for each person. Explain that they should
also try to give a reason for choosing adjectives. Write an example on the board to get them
started, such as:

James (my brother) funny - he likes to tell jokes
selfish - never thinks of anyone but himself
When they are ready, put the students in groups and tell them to talk about the people on

their list. Tell them to say what they would like to be different for each person. See your example
on the board as a model: My brother's name is James. It's funny because he likes to tell jokes.
However, I think he is selfish, because he never thinks of anyone but himself. I wish he wasn't so
selfish.
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Now tell students to think for themselves. Tell them to list three adjectives that describe their
personality. Encourage them to write down the reasons why they think those adjectives apply.
Then put them in groups to exchange ideas. Explain that they should ask the other members of
their group to say whether or not they agree with the adjectives they have chosen.
Write I wish I was more ... / I wish I weren't like that ... on the board and tell the students to
make sentences about themselves and tell the people in their group. For example, I would like to

Lesson 3. Theme: Keeping up to date with news
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be more confident. I wish I wasn't so agitated. [ANNEX 1]

Tasks: - to consolidate vocabulary, - to train students in the use of vocabulary, - the
development of the ability to understand speech by ear.

Equipment: Interactive whiteboard, cards, handouts, whiteboard, computers

Intermediary level
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Skills: Listening to specific information, deducing relationships, deducing meaning

Grammar focus: Perfect present

Vocabulary: news, quarrels, competition, driving test, employee, golf, children, serious,
surprise, upset.

Preparation: Download the worksheet and make a copy for every two students. Cut each
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copy as shown in rows.
proceeding

Tell students that they will hear a telephone conversation between an American man and

a woman. Tell them to put on their pens and just listen. When the students are ready, play the
recording.

Ask students to shout out all the names they can remember. Write them on the board:
Answers: Kevin, Anne, Dennis, Becky, Kate.
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Put the students in pairs. Write these questions on the board and ask them to guess the

answers:

What is the relationship between Kevin and Anne?
b) Who is Dennis?
c) Who are Becky and Kate?
After a few moments, review the answers with the class.
Answers: a. They are friends, maybe brother and sister, b. Anna's husband, c. Anna's

children and Dennis

Tell the students that you will play the recording again. Explain that they should write
down what news Anne gives about Dennis, Becky and Kate. Tell them to write down Kevin's news.
Give them a few moments to try to remember any information they can, then play the recording.
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Ask students to compare their grades and then go through the answers with the class. You
may want to write them on the board and examine the shape and use of the present perfect tense.
Answers: Dennis won a golf competition, Becky quarreled with her boyfriend, Kate passed the
Kevin driving test: got engaged (got engaged)
Ask students if they can remember when each of these things happened? Tell the students
that you will play the recording again and they should shout "Stop!" When I hear when everything
happened. Play the recording, stopping whenever students shout "Stop!" Answers: Dennis: Last
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Saturday, Becky: This Morning, Kate: Friday, Kevin: Last Week

Give each student a question sheet from Worksheet 1 and give them time to read the
statements and check their answers. Then play the recording while listening and checking.

Post-listening tasks
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Answers: 1. F, 2. NP, 3. F, 4. NP, 5. F, 6. F, 7. NP, 8. T

Pair the students and give each pair a copy of the recording scenario. Tell them to have a
conversation with their partner.

Explain to them that there should be two friends who get up to date with the news on the
phone. Give them time to prepare their ideas, then tell them to play the role of their conversation
with the class. [ANNEX 2]
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Lesson steps 1. Theoretical part

- introduction 5 min, - explanation of the principles of work and the purpose of the Wikispaces
service 20 min.

2. Practical part - doing practical task - 20 minutes - conclusion 5 minutes Lesson flow An

alternative to blogging is to create your own website or class website. Here the resource wikispaces
can help you, which in general is very similar to a blog, it is also free, easy to use, easy to remember
the address, but more logical in structure (you can create several thematic pages, while you
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yourself create the navigation on the left, i.e. all pages can be accessed from home) and offers
more options (including downloading videos and other files). Wikis are good for group work
because

1) students can work on different aspects of the same assignment,
2) you can rework and add content to one aspect,
3) pages can be easily linked. The social service Wiki, due to the ability to create a single

collective content (wiki pages), is excellent for group project work, during which students can
develop their writing and speaking skills. The following are the main steps in this design
methodology.
First of all, students need to explain the essence and main stages of educational project
activities. Students should understand the following:
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• what their job is (each individually and / or in a mini-group);
• what final product is expected from them;
• what algorithm they should follow when carrying out this project;
• Internet address of the wiki page of this project;
• how to post material on a wiki page;
• how to make changes to the posted material;
• how to revert to a previous version of the material.
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Step 3. Division into mini-groups (2-4 people). Depending on the learning goals, the class
can be divided into several groups, each of which will have to develop and add to the general wiki
document a description of one of the aspects of the topic under discussion.

For example, if the class is given the task to prepare a wiki page dedicated to their school,
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then the first group can work on material about the history of the school, the second - about its
most successful graduates, the third - about the current state of the school, the fourth - about school
traditions, the fifth - about how they imagine their school in 100 years, etc.
Step 4. Brainstorming. After explaining the stages of a group project, brainstorming can be
organized in mini-groups or in the whole class to identify as many ideas as possible on the content
of the wiki page.
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Step 5. Writing the material. Students are encouraged to prepare the first written version of

the material for posting on the wiki page. The teacher's function at this stage will be to adjust the
structure of the material and correct spelling and grammatical errors.
Step 6. Hosting on a wiki server. Students go to the wiki page of the class project and post

the prepared material there.

Step 7. Correcting the document. Students go to the project's wiki page to correct their

fragment of the material or to correct (make additions, changes) to fragments of the material
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prepared by other mini-groups of the class.

Step 8. Promotion. At the final stage of the project, students inform other students of the

school, teachers, parents and friends about the completed project. You can post a link on the school
website, personal pages on social networks or the school page, even post an ad on the school stand.
If necessary, depending on the topic of the wiki page being created and the level of language skills
of students, a different number of people can take part in a group project - from two to a whole
class. There can be many scenarios for organizing project activities based on this social service. If
you wish, you can organize a competition of wiki pages prepared by students of different grades
in the same school or between schools in the city.
The table shows the nomenclature of communication and speech skills in speaking and
writing, developed on the basis of working with the social service Wiki. Analysis of the table
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shows that many of them correspond to the skills indicated in the requirements for the level of
preparation of students at the middle and senior stages of education in a general education school.
This means that this service can often be used in English lessons.
Type of speech activity
Letter
Communication and speech skills
Development of skills: • describe events / facts / phenomena 61 • communicate information •
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express your own opinion / judgment • present the socio-cultural portrait of your country and
countries of the target language • express and argue your point of view • record the necessary
information from what you read / listened to / seen • make explanations / additions • summarize
information obtained from various sources • characterize literary characters and historical figures
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• draw conclusions • evaluate facts / events of modern life • fill out forms, questionnaires of various
types (when registering on the wiki server) • draw up a short / detailed plan ( when scheduling
wiki pages)

Speaking - Development of skills: • participate in a conversation • describe events, state facts •
present a socio-cultural portrait of your country and countries of the target language • express and
argue your 62 point of view • request and exchange information • ask the interlocutor, clarifying
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the information of interest • take the initiative in a conversation • make explanations / additions •
express emotions of a different nature • in detail / briefly describe what you read / listened to / seen
• give a description of literary characters and historical figures • draw conclusions • evaluate the
facts / events of modern life.

Algorithm for working with the wikispaces service. wikispaces. http://www.wikispaces.com/ 1)
Go to the site and register by selecting wikis for individuals and groups. The first page below
provides a quick introduction to how to get started on a wiki (How does Wiki work?). 2) After the
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registration procedure, you remember the password and login, which make it easy to edit pages
online (while, if this is a class resource, students can also easily change the content of the site using
the same login and password). Your site name is displayed in the upper left corner. 3) To create a
page, click New page (on the left under the title), enter the title, type the content. You can add a
hyperlink, upload a file. Next, edit the page using EDIT in the right
upper corner. The page title appears after an asterisk above the page itself. 4) For quick access to
the page, I propose to set up the left navigation bar (edit navigation at the bottom left), for which
we enter the name of the page. Then it is not necessary to know the URL13, but you can simply
follow the link. 5) You can track fixes from HISTORY, which is especially important when a class
site is available to several editors. The lesson develops the ability of students to work
independently, the ability to use a book, analyze their work and assess their progress in language
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acquisition. Work on a project involves individual, pair, group work aimed at a practical result:
creating a poster, newspaper, album, writing stories, poems, abstracts, etc. The last lesson
summarizes the studied material on the topic, developing the skills of presenting educational
material in English ...
Also, the textbook is equipped with a grammar reference and an alphabetical list of the studied
vocabulary. The topics of the texts and assignments correspond to the needs and interests of
students in this age group. The textbook consistently implements the communicative-cognitive
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approach, using a combination of modern and traditional techniques. Consideration of regional
material from a cross-cultural position allows us to solve the problem of fostering tolerance and
respect for other peoples and traditions. The CD contains dialogues for developing auditory skills.
Speech is read by native English speakers. On the CD, we hear the speech of men and women, the
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speech of people of different ages (adolescents, young people, people of more mature age, up to
the elderly), different accents and dialects. The texts contain various sound effects that allow you
to recreate the atmosphere of perception of the sounding text in real situations and conditions.
The authors of the textbook offer authentic texts, for example: radio programs, TV programs,
interviews, sports reports, press conferences, etc. There is no doubt that the disc for the textbook
is an efficiently working, necessary component of the teaching materials that meets modern
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listening requirements.

In this training course, interconnected teaching of all types of speech activity (reading, speaking,
listening and writing) is provided, while each of these types acts both as a goal and as a means of
teaching. In preparation for the Unified State Exam, listening is considered as a learning goal. The
Unified State Exam in English includes tasks to check the formation of the following types of
listening skills:

1. Extracting the necessary information (task A1.2- B1). In English, this sounds like listening for
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specific information or selective listening. The purpose of this type of listening is to isolate the
necessary or interesting information in the speech stream, ignoring the unnecessary. In this case,
spelling and grammatical errors are not taken into account. The duration of the sounding of the
texts is two minutes;
2. Understanding the main content, with the extraction of basic information (task B8). In English
it sounds like listening for gist or skill listening. The text is listened to in order to hear and fix the
most important information in memory, to determine the main idea and the main topic of the
message, to separate the essential from the non-essential. Training tasks aimed at this type of
listening include answering questions about the main content, determining the topic and
communicative intention of the speaker, drawing up and building a plan for the audio text listened
to, listing the main facts, predicting the content by title before listening. Five people (50 seconds
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each) express their point of view on the same problem (what the school should be, what clothes
they wear and why, the role of the English language in the world, etc.);
3. Full understanding of the content and meaning (tasks A8-A14). In English, this sounds like
listening for detailed comprehension. The Romanian methodology also uses the term detailed
listening. This type of listening assumes a complete, accurate and quick understanding of the
sounding speech, namely the perception and recognition of the elements of the audio text and the
synthesis of content based on them, the memorization and comprehension of all the main and
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secondary facts. The interview lasts 3-3.5 minutes. You need to choose the most appropriate
answer from the three proposed. Each recording is played twice. Table 1 shows the structure and
content of the "Listening" section:

Type of aud.

Nr.

Competences

Type of the Tasks

.M

Level

text

Elementary

Extracting the 6

Retrieve

information

required

you need
intermediate

Understanding

5

addition

Determine the 5

audio 7

understanding

short Establishing

main idea

sayings

compliance

Make

Interview

Multiple choice

ZA
Full

Short answer /

information

the main idea

advanced

ads

conclusions

By means of test tasks of various types and levels of complexity, through various types of speech
activity in the test, the level of formation of the communicative competence of the exam
participants is assessed. Thus, the material of the textbook fully complies with the requirements of
the national standard for the English language. The subject matter of the textbooks corresponds to
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international standards and the tests requirements. In addition, all audio texts of this teaching
material can be considered from the point of view of functional application, since listening in the
learning process acts as a goal and as a means. The presented table 2 reflects the difference in the
methods of working with audio texts, depending on their functional use:
-

Listening as a tool of Learning:

-

Pre-text stage -15 minutes

-

Educational-authentic materials:

-

In most cases, multiple listening is assumed.

1. Presentation of a summary of the text by the teacher. (Listen to 4 people talking about
their relationship with their parents.
2. Setting the training
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1. Creating a situation and / or motive for communication. (For example: You will hear
an interview with a man called Brian about his experiences of driving a lorry for the first
2. Setting up a communication task and pre-text tasks (depending on the learning goal,
with or without supports) (As you listen, decide:
a) if they are talking about the present or the past.
b) if the relationship was good or not.)
Text stage (listening to the text with performing some pre-text assignments). 10 minutes

-

Post-text stage. 20 minutes

D

-

3. Answer the following questions, using either used to do orbe / get used to. Use short
answers where appropriate.

case, grammatical) material.

.M

Tasks are educational in nature and are aimed at consolidating the passed language (in this

-

Listening as a learning goal:

-

Genuinely authentic materials

-

One time listening.

1. Creation of a situation and / or a motive for communication. (For example: You will hear
an interview with a man called Brian about his experiences of driving a lorry for the first time).
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2. Setting up a communication task. (Compare your own impressions (if you have any) to

those of his):

3. Pre text tasks. (The following words are contained in the story, look at them and before

you listen, imagine, what happened to Brian during the rest of the day (wordlist).
4. Listen to the story and answer the questions (Pre text questions).
5. There are 5 incidents. Put a number on the map (visual reference) to show where they

happened. Describe briefly each one.
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6. Think over Brian's behavior and discuss it with your partner. Use the words and word-

combinations from the text.
Tasks are aimed at understanding the text and are mainly creative character, that is,

correspond to the aspect of authenticity.
In the first part of describing, we gave an example of using listening as a teaching tool, and

in the second - as a goal. The following features of the teaching methodology for teaching listening
as a type of speech activity presented can be distinguished:
- teaching listening, as a rule, is carried out on the basis of the whole text;
- the method of working with audio texts is divided into pre-text, text and post-text stages;
- single presentation of the text;
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- the authors provide original tasks for adaptation to the individual manner of speech of native
speakers;
- the emphasis is placed on the pre-text stage in order to motivate students to a conscious
desire to listen and extract knowledge, based on the already studied language material;
- pre-text questions provide for a global and detailed understanding of the text;
- post-text tasks encourage students to express their own opinions and emotional attitudes,
are creative and correspond to the aspect of authenticity (tasks that stimulate interaction with the
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text, based on such operations that are performed in an extra-curricular environment when working
with information sources, tasks that develop a guess, so how it is an authentic communicative
action that stimulates mental activity, which students resort to in everyday communication).
In the work, has been adhered to the traditional method of working with audio texts.

.M

We offer a special, small set of exercises for controlling the perception of an authentic text
by ear, developed on the basis of audio text (Tape 21, playing time 3 minutes 35 seconds) "An
interview with Jonathon Porrit".

The choice of this text is due to the fact that it is a truly authentic material (authentic,
unscripted, recording) and is devoted to a topical problem of ecology, so it is assumed that the
topic will interest students.
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When developing recommendations, we tried to select such teaching methods that do not

contradict the conditions of natural communication. This position is based on the fact that the goal
of any teaching technique is not so much to ensure the success of this exercise (that is, so that the
student understands a certain text), but rather to teach him to communicate in the target language.
And for this, the conditions for performing the exercise should not differ in their main
characteristics from the conditions of natural communication, that is, correspond to the aspect of
the task's authenticity.
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This text is included in section, with the aim of acquainting students with new vocabulary

and receiving new information on the topic "Yesterday’s and today’s problems". It is assumed that
the students are already familiar with the basic vocabulary on this topic (work with this material
is preceded by a large reading text "Nightmare of the Monster Cities", also devoted to
environmental issues).
Below we will consider in more detail the work with audio texts on the selected topic, briefly

describing the pre-text and text stages and paying more attention to the post-text stage, where
direct control is carried out:
I. Pre-text stage. The purpose of this stage is to create a situation and a motive for
communication, in the formulation of a communicative task, as well as in overcoming the
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difficulties of perception and understanding of the message by using various supports and other
factors that facilitate perception.
Before starting to listen to the text, we invited the students to complete an assignment aimed
at overcoming the lexical difficulties of this text. The students made their own assumptions about
the meaning of unknown words, then the teacher told them the correct answers. The students were
then asked to look through a series of questions in the text, each of which they answered and gave
their own subjective assessment after listening. (Questions are taken from the textbook). Now
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listen to the interview. (After completing these tasks, students were asked to listen to the text).

II. Text stage. The second stage is devoted to the perception and understanding of the text
and the extraction of the necessary information. The students had to make a selection of the
content: to determine new information based on the already known, and in the new information to
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highlight what corresponds to its communicative purpose. This activity is directed before text
assignments. While listening to the text, students completed the "Arrange the order" task.
III. Post-text stage. The third stage serves to control the understanding of the meaning of the
text, that is, the implementation of the communicative intention and the achievement of the
communicative goal of listening (received and did not receive the necessary information, learned
and did not learn something important, became interested and not interested in the content, etc.),
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as well as the effectiveness of the act communication.

Checking the "Arrange the order" assignment, then students were asked to answer pre-text

questions. Answer the questions. The answers are approximate:
1. How did Jonathon Porrit become interested in the environment? While he was a teacher,

he began to wonder what the future world would be like for the children he was teaching.
2. Why do you think he says that "you can’t really talk about ecology as a science, have to

consider ecology within a social and political context?" Because the state of the environment
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depends on what we as citizens and politicians as decision makers want to do with it.
3. He says economics is "the key to it all ..." Do you agree? The students agreed or disagreed

with the point of view of Jonathan Porrit himself. He says that it is financial considerations that
decide most issues, not because of their being "good" or "bad".
4. Why does he call himself a constructive pessimist? He calls himself a pessimist, because

there is a lot of problems to worry, to be pessimistic about, but a constructive pessimist because
something still might be done about these problems, these problems are not hopeless yet.
5. He reffers to 4 major problems that the planet faces. Write in the chart what the problems

are, and add some notes on each.
1. Population. This will be a big problem in the middle of the next century.
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2. World resources. We are using renewable and non-renewable resources too
quickly.
3. Poverty, hunger and hunger. - Jonathan Porrit believes that these problems will get
worse by the end of the century.
4. Build up weapons. - One billion million dollars are spent annually.
6. He says that these problems have the same roots, that is, the belief that "the only way to
increase human wealth is to produce more and consume more, even if we destroy the planet in the
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process." Do you agree?

The students agreed / disagreed. They were invited to discuss this issue.

7. To Jonathon Porrit's opinion there’s a way out, the alternative humankind can put across
to materialism. What is it? Jonathon Porrit's opinion is that an increasing awareness of the spiritual
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values of humankind is the way out, the alternative we can put / we’re putting across materialism.
The group was divided into two halves.

The pupils were offered a role-playing game in which: - one side introduced himself as
"Green peace"; - the second - the director of a large oil company.

The task of the first party is to convince the director that he should close the enterprise.
The task of the second party is to refuse to close the plant and explain why.
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The students were given cards with the vocabulary of the text.

Students had to use vocabulary to compose a dialogue (minimum - 6 sentences from each

side), choose a representative from each group who will represent the dialogue, but the rest of the
group also took part in the discussion.

1 The Green Peace director, in order to make assumptions about the shape of the future,

must view ecology in a social and political context.
2 a world our kids will have to step out into to experience a strange mixture of pessimism
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and optimism

3 take a close look at the relationship between humanity and the planet does not face

problems constructively
4 face serious problems; renewable resources such as clean air and water - problems of

poverty, hunger and hunger (which we saw last year in Ethiopia and Sudan)
5 non-renewable resources, the rate of use of oil and gas - the reverse side of the coin; arms

build-up, spend $ 1 billion on armaments every year
6 offer an alternative to materialism, a growing awareness of spiritual values can increase

human wealth by producing and consuming more
On the next lesson, consolidate and control the passed language material. In this case, the
students were given a specific text with a number of missing words and phrases.
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Pupils were then asked to fill in the blanks by inserting the appropriate words and
expressions. Students were asked to:
- write an essay at home;
- use the listened text;
- to state in detail your views on the problem of ecology.
These 4 lessons were conducted as part of a pilot project. Also, when teaching listening, you
can use other exercises aimed at various "problem areas":
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I. Exercises for teaching speech hearing

1. Students are invited to listen and repeat several pairs of words: enemy - four; coke - crane;
soke - a sock; show - show; the code is cod.

2. Pupils listen to the words, then find each of them in a graphic key, consisting of three
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words: fit - fed - bold; lit - let - lat; bit - rate - bat; pit - pet - pet.

3. Students define rhyming words by ear, mark them with numbers: short - judgment - thought
- cart; go - sharp - so - show.

This kind of exercise allows you to learn to distinguish between words that are similar in
sound. In the future, this contributes to a deeper understanding of the texts. II. Exercises for
teaching probabilistic forecasting
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1. In this exercise, students are asked to listen to a number of adjectives (verbs), name the

nouns that are most often used with them.

2. Students translate by ear words formed from elements they know. For example: writer,

writing (write).

3. Children listen to a number of speech stamps, name (in their native or foreign language)

situations in which they can be used.

4. Pupils are invited to listen to the text from the disc, then fill in the gaps in the graphic
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version of the same text.

III. Exercises for the development of short-term and verbal-logical memory
1. Students listen to two or three short phrases, then combine them into one sentence.
2. It is suggested to listen to a phrase, then add another one, related in meaning, to it, and

so on.

IV. Exercises for teaching the perception of dialogical speech "from the outside"
1. Students are invited to listen to the dialogue, to compose a similar one on the same topic.
2. Students need to listen to the soundtrack (film), and then retell the conversation of the

characters.
3. Pupils listen to the dialogue, retell it in the form of a monologue (it is also suggested to
comment on it, give a description of one of the characters, choose a title for it and explain it), etc.
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V. Exercises for teaching the perception of dialogical speech with participation in dialogue
1. Pupils listen to the beginning of the dialogue, then continue it in pair work.
Vi. Exercises for teaching the perception of monologue speech.
1. Students listen to the text, then answer the questions in detail.
2. Students are invited to reproduce what they have heard with some modification of the end
(beginning, middle, etc.).
3. It is proposed to highlight the semantic pieces in the speech message and head them.
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4. It is proposed to listen to the text, write a review of it, using the following plan:
a) the subject of the message;
b) characters;

d) the main idea;

.M

c) a summary of the content;

e) assessment of the listened.

The use of video is very effective in the formation of the communicative culture of
schoolchildren, since the video materials not only present the students with the live speech of
native speakers, but also immerse them in a situation in which they get acquainted with the
language of facial expressions and gestures, the style of relationships and the realities of the
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country of the language being studied.

When viewing, you can carry out the following types of work:
a) checking the predictions made by students before viewing;
b) information search. After the first viewing, students are offered information search

exercises, and the plot is watched again, in segments or in its entirety, depending on the class level
and the objectives of the lesson;

c) work with a separate segment.
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This stage of work provides the greatest opportunities for the formation of elements of

communicative culture.
In addition, at this stage, the basic skills of deciphering the text are practiced, which is the

most important aspect of listening. Students watch a specific segment of the video and do one (or
more) of the activities described below. Sometimes you can remove the image so that only the
sound remains. The plot is played in parts, and the students are asked questions: who spoke? where
did the action take place? what did the heroes do? where did you go? what did you talk about? etc.
When all possible information has been collected, the guys look again, this time with a picture,
and check their interpretation. Prediction. The video is played with sound and picture, but from
time to time the picture freezes, and during the pause, the students try to predict what the characters
will say or do in the next frame. Jigsaw listening and viewing. Divide the class into two groups.
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Ask one group to leave the classroom while the second group is watching the episode with the
sound muted. The first group returns, the second leaves the room. The episode is played again, this
time with sound but no picture. The groups then unite, pair up and discuss what happened on the
screen and who said what.
What are they thinking? This exercise is based on the idea that people don't always say what
they think. Stop recording at key points and ask students to guess what the speaker's real thoughts
are. Character role-play. Give each student a character to study. Tell them to take a close look at
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how this role was played while watching. Then ask the students to play their roles from memory.
They do not need to reproduce the text verbatim, they only need to play according to the character.
If the selected segment is very short, then you can learn the roles by heart. The sound is then

Character study:

.M

muted and the students voice their characters as they watch.

Working in groups, students write the words that they associate with each of the characters
in the story and explain why they think these words are appropriate for the character. Deducing
dialogue from pictures.

Choose a plot consisting of a dialogue between two people, write down only one role on
paper, instead of the other - gaps, the so-called gapped dialogue.
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Prepare a sufficient number of passes for each pair of students. Show students a video without

sound. Then play only audio track without picture.

Divide the children into pairs and give each pair a gapped dialogue. In this case, you can give

them the opportunity to view the plot several more times, but without sound.
Finally, the story is played back in full with sound and video, and the students' work is

compared with the original.

Moreover, the work is evaluated not by the exact reproduction of the original, but by how
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their version fits the visual video images.
You can use radio materials.

For example the text (only in audio form)
Hi, everyone. I know you're all busy so I'll keep this briefing quick. I have some important

information about a change in the management team. As you already know, our head of
department, James Watson, is leaving his position at the end of this week. His replacement is
starting at the end of the next month. In the meantime, we'll continue with our projects as usual.
I have two more quick points. Firstly, there will be some improvements made to the staff car

park next month for a few weeks. It will be closed during that time.
Don't worry, we've found a solution. We can use the local church car park until our own one
is ready. If you arrive before 8.30 a.m., please use our small car park on Brown Street, and if you
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arrive after that, you should go directly to the church car park. It's only a five-minute walk away.
But they need it in the evenings, so you have to leave before 6 p.m. Sorry about that - I know how
much you all love working late!
The other thing I wanted to tell you about is that the canteen has now introduced a cashless
payment system. So, you can't use cash for payments any more. You can pay directly with your
smartphone or you can pay using your company ID card. The total amount put on your company

OK. That's it? Are there any questions?
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ID card comes off your salary at the end of each month.

[https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/skills/listening/pre-intermediate-a2/a-morning-briefing]
Text B
Student: Excuse me, Ms Henderson?
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Teacher: Yes, Diana. How can I help you?

Student: I'm sorry, but I can't come to class next Wednesday. I have a doctor's appointment.
Teacher: OK. Thanks for letting me know.
Student: Is there anything to do at home?

Teacher: Let me just check my notebook. OK, first of all ... you need to read chapters 17, 19
and 20 in the book. There are also some articles and a video to watch - those are online. I'll post
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the links online in the usual place.
Student: Chapters 17 to 20.

Teacher: Yes, except chapter 18. Chapters 17, 19 and 20.
Student: Ah, OK. Um ... is there a deadline?

Teacher: Yes, this Friday. But there's something else. I was going to give you all a practice

test.

Student: A practice test?
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Teacher: Yes, to help people prepare for the mid-term exam.
Student: Ah. All right.
Teacher: Don't worry, I can send you the practice test by email on Wednesday. Can you send

it to me before Friday?
Student: Sure, no problem.
Teacher: And don't forget to bring a certificate from the doctor to the office.
Student: Thanks, Ms Henderson! I'll do that.
Teacher: You're welcome, Diana. Take care.
First, students are invited to listen to the radio program (the material is recorded, and an
interesting topic is chosen). It is best to conduct such lessons based on regional material traditions, holidays of the country of the target language.
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It is necessary to familiarize schoolchildren with colloquial cliches that announcers can use
in speech, draw the attention of schoolchildren to the pronunciation and phonetics of the
announcer. In this listening training, the class is divided into groups, each of which will deal with
a specific aspect of the general topic.
Within each group, a program editor is selected.
The teacher can fulfill this role himself. At the end of the program, listeners discuss the radio
program in English.
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Listen the text C about weather:

Madagascar has two seasons, a warm, wet season from November to April, and a cooler dry
season between May and October. However, different parts of the country have very different
weather.
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The east coast is hotter and wetter, with up to 4000mm of rainfall per year. In the rainy
season, there are strong winds, and these can cause a lot of damage. Avoid visiting eastern
Madagascar between January and March because the weather can make road travel very difficult.
The dry season is cooler and more pleasant.

The high, central part of the country is much drier and cooler. About 1,400 mm of rain falls
in the rainy season, with some thunderstorms, but the summer is usually sunny and dry, but it can
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be cold, especially in the mornings, with freezing showers, and it may snow in mountain areas
above 2,400m, and even stay there for several days.
The west coast is the driest part of the island. Here, the winter months are pleasant with little

rain, cooler temperatures and blue skies. The summers can be extremely hot, especially in the
southwest. This part of the country is semi-desert, and only gets around 300mm of rain per year.
Discuss the new vocabulary
Answer the questions:
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1 Madagascar has four seasons: spring, summer, autumn and winter.
True

False

2 There is more rain in January than in June.
True

False

3 The wet season is colder than the dry season.
True

False
4 It hardly ever rains in central Madagascar.
True
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False
5 The wettest part of the island is the east.
True
False
6 January-March is a good time to visit eastern Madagascar.
True

7 The center of Madagascar is the coldest part.
True
False
8 Snow sometimes falls in Madagascar.
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True
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False

False

9 The west coast has the best weather in December.
True
False

10 The north-east is hotter than the south-east.
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True

False

Available on: [https://www.examenglish.com/leveltest/listening_level_test.htm]

Text D,

Tiffany writes:

Saturday 7th April - 10.43 am

Are you free this afternoon? Do you want to go out?
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Jack writes:

Saturday 7th April - 10.45 am
I just have to finish my homework, but I think I can finish it this morning. What do you want

to do?

Tiffany writes:

Saturday 7th April - 10.48 am
Let’s go into town. We can go shopping and then get a coffee. We can go to the new cafe

near the library. The cakes look great there.
Jack writes:
Saturday 7th April - 10.50 am
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You know I hate shopping. Why don’t we go to the park? Kev and Rob will be there
skateboarding. We can have meet up with them.
Tiffany writes:
Saturday 7th April - 10.52 am
I don’t want to spend my Saturday afternoon watching boys skateboarding! That's so boring!
But we can go to the park for a game of tennis if you like.
Jack writes:
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Saturday 7th April - 10.55 am

I'm not really in the mood for tennis. I don’t want to do anything too active. I want to just
relax. You could come to my house, and we could watch a movie. We've got lots of good food.
Tiffany writes:
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Saturday 7th April - 10.56 am

I could watch a film on my own. Why don’t I bring some board games round? That’ll be a
bit more fun.
Jack writes:

Saturday 7th April - 10.57 am

Okay, that sounds alright, but my little brother will probably want to play too. Is that okay
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with you?

Tiffany writes:

Saturday 7th April - 10.58 am

Sure. Shall I invite anyone else? I think Sophie is free this afternoon.
Jack writes:

Saturday 7th April - 11.00 am

Okay, you can invite her, but no-one else. I don’t want too many people round.
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Tiffany writes:

Saturday 7th April - 11.01 am
Fine. I'll come round after lunch. Is one o'clock okay?
Jack writes:

Saturday 7th April - 11.02 am
Make it half past. I have to write a few emails first.
TASKS:

1 Jack is doing his homework this morning.
o True
o Lying
o Not in text
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2. Jack and Tiffany went shopping together last Saturday.
o True
o Lying
o Not in text
3. Tiffany wants to go to the library.
o True
o Not in text
4. Jack wants to take his skateboard to the park.
o True
o Not in text
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o Lying
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o Lying

5. Tiffany wants to play tennis, but Jack doesn't.
o True
o Lying
o Not in text

6. Tiffany has seen the movie today.
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o True

o Lying

o Not in text

7. This afternoon they decide to play board games in the new cafe.
o True

o Lying

o Not in text
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8. Four people will be playing board games this afternoon.
o True

o Lying

o Not in text

9. Jack's brother is younger than Jack.
o True

o Lying

o Not in text

10. Tiffany will meet Jack at half past twelve.
o True
o Lying
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o Not in text
Listen and choose the right answer:
1.
o give

Martina decided to ________ her house a spring clean.
have

get

2. First Martina _______ all her clothes away in the cupboard.
o put cleaned took

o brought got took
4. She tidied _______ her books and papers.
o out up down

o bought got put
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5. She ________ some fresh flowers on the shelf.

6. She put new ________ on the bed.
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ZA

o curtains carpets blankets
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3. She _______ all her old toys and games to a second hand shop.
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D
.M
ZA

TE

Text B TASKS:
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D
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ZA
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They appreciate its content and phonetic aspect.
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It is also important that the students note the difficulties they encountered in preparing for
the discussion of the radio show.
Undoubtedly, such work is interesting for students and makes them want to learn English, to
achieve new success.

3.2. Diagnostics of the formation of listening skills of the 7th grade at the end of the
pilot project
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To compare and analyze the results of experimental learning, we used the data obtained in
the experimental and control groups and processed using descriptive statistics on an ordinal scale
and the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. Let us give examples of the generalized results of
qualitative changes in the level of professional competence of students who took part in the
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experimental work and were trained in the pilot project "Using Internet resources for teaching
English." The data presented, show the level of formation of basic and special competencies among
students of the experimental groups based on the assessment of their performance of the proposed
diagnostic tasks before and after training on the basis of the pilot project "Using Internet resources
for teaching English."

The level of formation of basic and special competencies among students of experimental
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groups before and after the experiment. The levels of formation of basic and special competencies
in accordance with the ordinal scale are as follows: - high level (HL): the student demonstrates
deep knowledge, creatively approaches the tasks, demonstrates high the level of mastering the text,
owns the vocabulary; completed 100 - 85% of tasks correctly; - intermediate level (IL): the student
demonstrates good knowledge, copes well with assignments, demonstrates a good level of text
assimilation, has a good command of vocabulary; completed - 75% of tasks correctly; - low level
(LU): the student demonstrates superficial knowledge, often incorrect, copes poorly with
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assignments, demonstrates a low level of text assimilation, has poor vocabulary; completed less
than 55% of tasks correctly. So, as describes above those who took 8 mark for the first test now it
increase at 9 to 10.
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Listening test
12
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4
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listening and answer
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listening and conversation
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2

The analysis of the obtained results allows us to draw the following conclusions: the students
of the experimental groups who were trained as part of the pilot project "Using Internet Resources
for Teaching English" demonstrated a fairly high level of formation of special and basic
competencies, which are the constituent competencies of the student when performing listening
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tasks. They mastered not only theoretical knowledge, but also practical skills. Pupils successfully
coped with the diagnostic tasks offered to them. In addition, many students had a desire to further
develop and study the means of the Internet, to use certain resources for learning English, for
example, many canceled and confirmed that they had become registered on such resources as
BClearningEnglish.

Many students began to feel more confident and learned to understand speech by ear. 26%

of students expressed a desire to continue their studies and came up with the initiative to organize
additional English lessons using and using Internet resources. The control group was represented

TE

by students who were not taught the methodology of the pilot project.
The vertical scale of the picture means the number of people in the group as a percentage;

the horizontal scale consists of basic and special competences:
1. to separate the main from the secondary,
2. to determine the topic of the message,
3. to divide the text into semantic pieces,
4. to establish logical connections,
5. to highlight the main idea,
6. to perceive messages at a certain pace, of a certain duration, to the end without gaps,
7. understand unfamiliar elements, based on the context,
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8. understand the whole regardless of individual incomprehensible places,
9. highlight the facts about which the message is spoken,
10. perceive, segment (divide) the flow of speech and to differentiate (distinguish) perceived
sounds and complexes,
11. to integrate (unite) them into semantic blocks,
12. to keep them in memory during listening.
The data presented data, show the level of formation of basic and special competencies
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among students of the experimental group based on the assessment of their performance of the
proposed diagnostic tasks before experimental training in the framework of the pilot project "Using
Internet resources for teaching English".

The level of formation of basic and special competencies among pupils from the EG based

.M

on the assessment of their fulfillment of the proposed diagnostic tasks before the experiment. The
data show the level of formation of basic and special competencies among pupils of the control
group who have not been trained in the pilot project "Using Internet resources for teaching
English", based on their assessment of their performance of the proposed pre-experimental
diagnostic tasks.

The level of formation of basic and special competencies among the students of the CG based
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on the assessment of their fulfillment of the proposed diagnostic tasks before the experiment. The
data, show the level of formation of basic and special competencies among students of the
experimental group based on the assessment of their performance of the proposed diagnostic tasks
after training in the framework of the pilot project "Using Internet resources for teaching English."
The level of formation of basic and special competencies among pupils from the EG based

on the assessment of their fulfillment of the proposed diagnostic tasks after the experiment. The
data, show the level of formation of basic and special competencies among pupils of the control
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group who have not been trained as part of the pilot project "Using Internet resources for teaching
English", based on the assessment of their performance of the proposed post-experimental
diagnostic tasks.

The level of formation of basic and special competencies among the students of the CG based

on the assessment of their fulfillment of the proposed diagnostic tasks after the experiment. The
results of the experimental work were assessed by the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney criterion. The
work involved students of the experimental group of 7th grade, studying the subject English
"Using Internet resources for teaching English" in the amount of 25 people, and students of the
control group in the amount of 15 people who did not take part in the pilot project. The results
were processed using the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. Pupils were offered diagnostic tasks, and
the number of successfully completed tasks was assessed. The results of the pre-experimental
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diagnostic tasks in both groups allowed us to conclude that the compared samples coincide, taken
at a significance level of 0.05. The results of performing post-experimental diagnostic tasks in both
groups made it possible to establish that the reliability of differences between the compared
samples is 95%.
Since the initial states of the experimental and control groups coincide, and the final states
differ, it can be concluded that the effect of the changes is due precisely to the application of the
experimental teaching method. The analysis of the results obtained allows us to assert that the
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students of the experimental groups who were trained as part of the pilot project "Using Internet
resources for teaching English" have a high level of formation of special and basic competencies,
which are components of the competence of listening skills in learning English. Pupils in the
control groups demonstrated fragmentary knowledge and some listening skills, which were found
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to be insufficient. They experienced difficulties in performing directed assignments, which
indicates the lack of development of competencies in the field of listening. The results of the
experiment confirm the effectiveness of the developed pilot project "Using Internet resources for
teaching English"

The experiment carried out should be considered satisfactory, since most of the students
showed positive dynamics in the development of listening skills, and there is also an increase in
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motivation to learn the language. At the same time, the experiment revealed a number of
difficulties in mastering listening skills, which include:
1) psychological barriers before starting communication: it is difficult for a student to

overcome himself, to believe that he can really communicate with a native speaker. The "fear of
error" instilled in school leads to the formation of a fear of communication - even among adults, it
is not uncommon for them to perform written and oral exercises ideally according to the model,
but cannot build even the simplest phrase on their own;
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2) insufficient awareness of teachers in Internet communication issues and poor familiarity

with the principles of voice messengers;
3) the inability of students to concentrate, get together and continue communication,

distraction to third-party topics, unwillingness to adhere to the plan of questions (the latter is not
so negative, since if the interlocutors continue live direct communication, then the goal is achieved.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION
New information technologies are not only new technical means, but also new forms and
methods of teaching, a new approach to the process of teaching and upbringing. Modern
pedagogical technologies, such as design methodology, the use of computer technology,
The general goal of teaching language and the development of students' speech is complex,
including practical (communicative), educational and upbringing functions. This goal is
subordinate to the tasks of training specialists with the ability to adequately perceive, analyze and
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abstract texts. The communicative goal is achieved by developing students' necessary skills and
abilities in listening, reading, speaking, writing and translating, i.e. in all five types of speech
activity. Learning the types of speech activity is considered as a single interconnected process. The
educational goal is realized on condition that students achieve a certain level of language
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proficiency and provides them with the opportunity to expand their knowledge in the political and
cultural spheres. The educational goal is solved in parallel with the communicative and educational
one during the entire period of study. In achieving it, a special role is assigned to the socio-political,
cultural and everyday spheres. Achieving these goals is possible by combining modern approaches
to teaching: for example, using the Internet as a teaching tool can create additional motivation for
students, helps them master information, use it in everyday life, and most importantly, immediately
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shows the pragmatic benefits of using English. If earlier the development of a language was
completely devoid of a practical purpose and was cut off from communication with its native
speakers, then in the modern world it is possible to communicate with native speakers without
leaving home, which allows students to form and maintain communicative competence.
After analyzing all the above information about the Internet, you can develop the following

recommendations:
I.

For Internet users - try to limit their activity on social networks and be aware of their
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differences from their character or avatar on a social network. Oddly enough, the
absence of interesting events in real life is compensated by the events of virtual life:
a person tries to experience the same emotions that he needs in real life, but in virtual
space. At the same time, the establishment of a virtual personality cannot be
encouraged even for the purpose of learning a foreign language.

A number of communication techniques imply the presence of a virtual destiny and a name,

but on the Internet this person can begin to “live his own life” and absorb the real personality of a
teenager
II.

It is extremely important for parents to fill the life of a child, especially a teenager,
with events that could distract him and help him in the formation of his character. At
the same time, it is necessary to distinguish between communication on the Internet,
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which replaces live communication (Skype instead of a telephone, etc.), and the
formation of a virtual personality, which can "absorb" a real personality. Thus,
mindlessly restricting the Internet will result in the "forbidden fruit" being sweet.
III.

For educators, social media can be an interesting field of action. Modern teachers
need to use the resources of the Internet and take into account its peculiarities in order
to cover the computerized part of society. The Internet as a new type of mass media
has a number of features that make it possible to perceive it as the most authoritative
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source of information, and a competent public figure cannot but use this.

Internet resources make it possible to implement a personality-oriented approach to learning,
provide individualization and differentiation of learning, taking into account the abilities of
children, their level of learning, interests. The use of computer technologies in teaching foreign
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languages has significantly changed the approaches to the development of educational materials
in this discipline. Interactive learning based on computer training programs allows you to more
fully implement a whole range of methodological, didactic, pedagogical and psychological
principles, makes the learning process more interesting and creative, allows you to take into
account the individual pace of work of each student. The practical use of ICT and Internet
resources presupposes a new type of cognitive activity of the student, the result of which is the
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discovery of new knowledge, the development of cognitive independence of students, the
formation of skills to independently replenish knowledge, search and navigate the flow of
information. Computer technology can be carried out as "penetrating" (the use of computer
learning in the study of certain topics, sections) and monotechnology, when all training, all
management, including types of diagnostics, monitoring, rely on the use of a computer.
Within the framework of this thesis, a pilot project was developed, which is based on the use

of Internet resources to improve students' listening skills. The project consists of 4 lessons. In the
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course of work, students work with search engines, e-mail, query systems. 6 lessons are based on
textbooks. Before the implementation of the project, testing was carried out, the results of which
showed that the students did not have enough listening skills. The study showed that as a result of
the use of Internet resources during the lessons, the students showed the highest interest in the
learning process, this was especially evident in the lessons, when there was work with the system
for creating polls, e-mail.
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Annex 2- Macmillan Publishers Ltd 2003 Taken from the Listening Skills section in
www.onestopenglish.com

Activity 1

Accents: American Speed: Slow Activity type: note taking Time: 30m
Theme: Catching up on news
Skills: Listening for specific information, inferring relationships, inferring meaning
Level: Intermediate

Grammar focus: Present perfect
Vocabulary: news, argument, competition, driving test, engaged, golf, kids, serious,
surprise, upset.
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Preparation: Download Worksheet 1 and make one copy for every two students. Cut
each copy as shown by the lines.
Procedure
1. Tell students they are going to hear a telephone conversation between an
American man and woman. Tell them to put their pens down and simply listen.
When students are ready, play the recording.

board:
Answers: Kevin, Anne, Dennis, Becky, Kate.
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2. Ask students to call out all the names they can remember. Write them on the

3. Put students into pairs. Write these questions on the board and tell them to guess
the answers:

b. Who is Dennis?
c. Who are Becky and Kate?

.M

a. Whatís the relationship between Kevin and Anne?

After a few moments, review the answers with the class.

Answers: a. They are friends, perhaps brother and sister, b. Anneís husband, c.
Anne and Dennisí children
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4. Tell students you are going to play the recording again. Explain they should make
notes on what news Anne gives about Dennis, Becky and Kate. Tell them also to
note Kevinís news. Give them a few moments to try to remember any
information they can, then play the recording.

5. Tell students to compare their notes, then go through the answers with the class.
You may wish to write these down on the board and review the form and use of
the Present perfect tense.
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Answers: Dennis has won a golf competition, Becky has had an argument with her
boyfriend, Kate has passed her driving test Kevin: has got (gotten) engaged
6. Ask students if they can remember when each of these things happened? Tell
students you will play the recording once more and they must shout ëStop!í when
they hear when each thing happened. Play the recording, stopping whenever
students call out ëStop!í.
Answers: Dennis: last Saturday, Becky: this morning, Kate: on Friday, Kevin: last
week

Macmillan Publishers Ltd 2003
Taken from the Listening Skills section in www.onestopenglish.com
7. Give each student a question sheet from Worksheet 1 and allow them time to read
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the statements and check their answers. Then play the recording as they listen and
check.
Answers: 1. F, 2. DK, 3. F, 4. DK, 5. F, 6. F, 7. DK, 8. T
Post-listening tasks
1. Put students into pairs and give each pair a copy of the recording script. Tell them
to practice the conversation with their partner.
2. Put students into pairs and tell them to prepare a similar conversation. Explain
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they should be two friends catching up on news with each other over the phone.
Give them time to prepare their ideas, then tell them to role play their
conversation to the class.
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A. 2. Worksheets based on the above topic:
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